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1 Near-Capacity Wireless
2 Transceivers and Cooperative
3 Communications in the MIMO
4 Era: Evolution of Standards,
5 Waveform Design, and
6 Future Perspectives
7 Multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) techniques said to promise to deliver speed
8 volume and reliability needed by current wireless communication systems are
9 discussed and the status of wireless baseband transceiver design is reviewed.
10 By Lajos Hanzo, Fellow IEEE, Mohammed El-Hajjar, and Osamah Alamri
11 ABSTRACT | Classic Shannon theory suggests that the achiev-
12 able channel capacity increases logarithmically with the trans-
13 mit power. By contrast, the MIMO capacity increases linearly
14 with the number of transmit antennas, provided that the num-
15 ber of receive antennas is equal to the number of transmit
16 antennas. With the further proviso that the total transmit
17 power is increased proportionately to the number of trans-
18 mit antennas, a linear capacity increase is achieved upon in-
19 creasing the transmit power, which justifies the spectacular
20 success of MIMOs. Hence we may argue that MIMO-aided
21 transceivers and their cooperation-assisted distributed or
22 virtual MIMO counterparts constitute power-efficient solutions.
23 In a nutshell, since the conception of GSM in excess of three
24 orders of magnitude bit-rate improvements were achieved in
25 three decades, which corresponds to about a factor ten for
26 each decade, because GSM had a data rate of 9.6 Kb/s, while
27 HSDPA is capable of communicating at 13.7 Mb/s. However, the
28 possible transmit power reductions remained more limited,
29 even when using the most advanced multistage iterative detec-
30 tors, since the required received signal power has not been
31 reduced by as much as 30 dB. This plausible observation moti-
32 vates the further research of advanced cooperation-aided
33 wireless MIMO transceivers, as detailed in this treatise.
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35 yourpaper.TodownloadtheIEEETaxonomygotohttp://www.
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37 NOMENCLATURE
1G 38 First generation mobile system.
2G 39 Second generation mobile system.
3G 40 Third generation mobile system.
4G 41 Fourth generation mobile system.
AA 42 Antenna array.
ACS 43 Add–compare–selectarithmeticoperation.
AF 44 Amplify-and-forward.
AGM 45 Anti-Gray mapping.
AMPS 46 Advanced mobile phone system in the
47 USA.
AMR-WB 48 Adaptive multirate wideband.
AWGN 49 Additive white Gaussian noise.
BCJR 50 Bahl–Cocke–Jelinek–Raviv.
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BER 51 Bit error ratio.
BICM 52 Bit-interleaved-coded modulation.
BPS 53 Bits per modulated symbol.
BPSK 54 Binary phase-shift keying.
BS 55 Base station.
CCMC 56 Continuous-input–continuous-output
57 memoryless channel.
CDMA 58 Code-division multiple access.
CIR 59 Channel impulse response.
CRC 60 Cyclic redundancy check.
CSI 61 Channel state information.
CSNR 62 Chip signal-to-noise ratio.
D-AMPS 63 Digital advanced mobile phone system in
64 the USA.
D-STTD 65 Double space-time transmit diversity.
DCMC 66 Discrete-input–continuous-output mem-
67 oryless channel.
DF 68 Decode-and-forward.
DL 69 DownLink.
DOA 70 Direction of arrival.
DPSK 71 Differential phase-shift keying
DS-CDMA 72 Direct sequence code-division multiple
73 access.
DSTBC 74 Differential space-time block codes.
DSTS 75 Differential space-time spreading.
DSTS-SP 76 Differential space-time spreading using
77 sphere packing modulation.
DTC 78 Distributed turbo code.
EXIT 79 Extrinsic information transfer.
FD 80 Frequency domain.
FDMA 81 Frequency-division multiple access.
GM 82 Gray mapping.
GSM 83 Global system of mobile communication
HARQ 84 Hybrid Automatic-Repeat-reQuest.
HSDPA 85 High-speed downlink packet access.
HSUPA 86 High-speed uplink packet access.
HSPA 87 High-speed packet access.
i.i.d. 88 Independent and identically distributed.
IC 89 Interference cancellation.
IrCC 90 Irregular convolutional code.
IrVLC 91 Irregular variable length code.
ISCD 92 Iterative source and channel decoding.
ISI 93 Intersymbol interference.
IUC 94 Interuser channel.
LLR 95 Logarithmic likelihood ratio.
LM 96 Lloyd–Max.
LSSTC 97 Layered steered space-time codes.
LSSTS 98 Layered steered space-time spreading.
LST 99 Layered space time.
MAP 100 Maximum a posteriori.
MC CDMA 101 Multicarrier code-division multiple
102 access.
MC DS-CDMA 103 Multicarrier direct sequence CDMA.
MED 104 Minimum Euclidean distance.
MI 105 Mutual information.
MIMO 106 Multiple-input–multiple-output.
ML 107 Maximum likelihood.
MS 108 Mobile station.
MUD 109 Multiuser detection.
MUI 110 Multiuser interference.
OFDM 111 Orthogonal frequency-division
112 multiplexing.
P/S 113 Parallel-to-serial conversion.
PAM 114 Pulse amplitude modulation.
PDF 115 Probability density function.
PHS 116 Japanese handyphone system.
PSK 117 Phase-shift keying.
QAM 118 Quadrature amplitude modulation.
QoS 119 Quality of service.
QPSK 120 Quadrature phase-shift keying.
RCPC 121 Rate compatible punctured convolutional.
RSC 122 Recursive systematic convolutional.
S/P 123 Serial-to-parallel conversion.
SF 124 Spreading factor.
SIC 125 Successive interference cancellation.
SINR 126 Signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio.
SNR 127 Signal-to-noise ratio.
SP 128 Sphere packing.
SP-SER 129 Sphere packing symbol error ratio.
ST 130 Space time.
STBC 131 Space-time block coding.
STC 132 Space-time coding.
STS 133 Space-time spreading.
STTC 134 Space-time trellis codes.
TCM 135 Trellis-coded modulation.
TD 136 Time domain.
TDD 137 Time-division duplex.
TDMA 138 Time-division multiple access.
UL 139 UpLink.
URC 140 Unity rate code.
V-BLAST 141 Vertical Bell Labs layered space time.
VAA 142 Virtual antenna array.
VSF 143 Variable spreading factor.
WCDMA 144 Wideband code-division multiple access
ZF 145 Zero forcing.
146 I. INTRODUCTION
147 Since Shannon quantified the maximum achievable capa-
148 city of wireless communication systems in 1948 [1],
149 researchers have endeavored to devise high-speed, high-
150 quality wireless communication systems exhibiting both a
151 high bit rate and a low error rate, while requiring the
152 lowest transmit power. The hostile wireless channel char-
153 acteristics make it a challenging task to simultaneously
154 accomplish all these objectives.
155 The demand for high-rate wireless communication
156 systems driven by cellular mobile and wireless multimedia
157 services has been rapidly increasing worldwide and at the
158 time of writing a gradual transition may be observed
159 towards the wireless Internet era. However, the available
160 radio spectrum is limited and the associated bandwidth as
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161 well as power demands cannot be readily met without a
162 significant increase in the achievable bandwidth efficiency
163 [2], [3] expressed in bits/symbols/hertz. Furthermore, the
164 wireless system capacity is often interference limited
165 rather than noise limited, and hence cannot be readily
166 increased by simply increasing the transmitted power be-
167 cause increasing the transmit power increases the inter-
168 ference and hence fails to improve the SINR. Therefore,
169 against the explosive expansion of the Internet and the
170 continued dramatic increase in demand for high-speed
171 multimedia wireless services, there is an urging demand
172 for flexible and bandwidth-efficient transceivers [3], [4].
173 Advancesin forward errorcorrection(FEC) coding made it
174 feasible to approach Shannon’s capacity limit in systems
175 equipped with a single transmit and receive antennas [3],
176 [5]–[7], but fortunately these capacity limits can be further
177 extended with the aid of multiple antennas. Hence, they
178 are likely to find employment in most future communi-
179 cation systems [8], [9]. Therefore, the family of wireless
180 MIMO-aided communication systems has recently at-
181 tracted considerable attention as one of the most
182 significant technical breakthroughs in contemporary
183 communications [4].
184 Recent advances in wireless communications have in-
185 creased both the attainable throughput and reliability of
186 systems communicating over wireless channels. The main
187 driving force behind the advances in wireless communi-
188 cations is the promise of seamless global mobility and
189 ubiquitous accessibility, while meeting a range of contra-
190 dicting design challenges such as those that may be
191 gleaned from the stylized illustration of Fig. 1. For exam-
192 p l e ,i ti sp o s s i b l et ob o t hi n c r e a s et h ee f f e c t i v et h r o u g h p u t
193 and simultaneously to reduce the BER, if an increased
194 implementational complexity and a higher power con-
195 sumption may be tolerated to facilitate more sophisticated
196 signal processing. The BER may also be further reduced, if
197 a higher delay may be tolerated, for example, in non-real-
198 time wireless Internet communications. A range of further
199 plausible tradeoffs may be readily identified.
200 Therefore, in this paper, we review the state of the art
201 in wireless baseband transceiver design and the associated
202 overall performance expectations, when communicating
203 over wireless channels. We first present a brief history of
204 wireless standardization in Section II. In Section IV, an
205 overview of different MIMO schemes is presented that
206 can either achieve diversity gain in the interest of
207 increasing the attainable transmission integrity or the
208 multiplexing gain for the sake of increasing the through-
209 put. Alternatively, a beamforming gain may be attained by
210 forming an angular selective transmit/receive beam. We
211 will also highlight that a combination of the above-
212 mentioned gains may be provided by multifunctional
213 antenna arrays. These discussions are followed by an
214 overview of FEC coding, while the corresponding iterative
215 detection techniques are presented in Section V. A brief
216 overview of the powerful design-tool of EXIT charts is also
217 presented. Finally, we conclude inSection VI, where we
218 offer some transceiver design guidelines and a range of
219 future research options.
220 II. BRIEF HISTORY OF WIRELESS
221 STANDARDIZATION
222 The electromagnetic theory of Maxwell and the pioneering
223 contributions by Hertz assisted Marconi at the end of the
224 19th century in demonstrating the feasibility of wireless
225 communications with the aid of his spark-gap antenna that
226 was capable of radiating radio waves across the Atlantic.
227 Morse-coded on–off keying was used for mobile radio
228 communications until the 1920s. Naturally, it was only the
229 rich and famous who enjoyed the early privilege of tether-
230 less communications. The first land mobile radio system
231 designed for broadcasting messages to police vehicles was
232 installed in 1928, while in 1933 a two-way mobile radio
233 voice system was introduced by the Bayonne New Jersey
234 Police Department. Naturally, these early mobile radio
235 transceivers used power-hungry valves, since the transistor
236 was not invented until 1947.
237 An early European development was the Swedish
238 Mobile Telephone System A (MTA) introduced in 1957,
239 which had a 40-kg Bmobile[ terminal and supported
240 125 users until 1967. In 1966, the Norwegian Offentling
241 L a n d m o b i lT e l e f o n i( O L T )s y s t e mw a sl a u n c h e d ,w h i c h
242 operated until 1990.
243 The 1980s witnessed the development of numerous
244 national mobile phone systems, most of which relied on
245 analog frequency modulation and hence were unable to
246 employ digital error correction codes. Consequently, their
247 ability to exploit the radical advances in digital signal
248 processing (DSP) theory and microelectronics, such as
249 adaptive channel equalization and fading compensation
250 techniques remained limited. Hence, the achievable
251 speech quality was typically poor, especially when the
252 MS roamed farther away from the BS, which provided
253 radio coverage for the traffic cells.
Fig. 1. Stylized relationship of the diverse constraints affecting
the design of wireless systems.
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254 The historic developments of the past three decades in
255 wireless communications and standardization are briefly
256 portrayed in the stylized road map of wireless system
257 evolution seen in Fig. 2, which shows more the general
258 trends rather than the exact chronological order of stan-
259 dardization decisions. Suffice to say that the 1G systems
260 were all based on analog frequency modulation, but pre-
261 dominantly used digital control-channel signaling. The
262 Pan-American Advanced Mobile Phone Systems (AMPS),
263 the Total Access Communications System (TACS) in the
264 United Kingdom, the Nippon Mobile Telephone (NMT)
265 system in Japan, and the Nordic Mobile Phone (NMP)
266 system of Scandinavia all belong to the family of 1G
267 systems.
1
268 By contrast, the 2G systems briefly mentioned below
269 opted for digital modulation techniquesVhence the road
270 map of Fig. 2 portrays that the family of 1G systems
271 converge at Bdigital roundabout.[ The countries of the
272 European Union (EU) developed the first digital cellular
273 system during the 1980s, which was later adopted right
274 across the globe. Hence, it is referred to as the GSM [10].
275 The success of GSM was so stunningVeven daring
276 futurists could not have predicted that it would be adopted
277 right across the globe. At the time of writing GSM supports
278 global roaming for more than 2 billion customers. The
279 success of GSM shows the sheer power and attraction of
280 global standardization, motivating competitors to line up
281 behind a common worldwide solution, since GSM was the
282 first digital mobile radio standard that supported interna-
283 tional roaming.
284 Shortly after the ratification of GSM, a number of
285 other digital standards emerged, such as the Pan-American
286 D-AMPS and the ingenious DS-CDMA [5] based system
287 known as IS-95, as also shown in Fig. 2. The PHS also
288 turned out to be a successful system, but its employment
289 remained limited to Japan. The European Digital Cordless
290 Telephone known as DECT penetrated a large residential
291 market, gradually replacing the analog frequency-
292 modulation-based older domestic cordless phones, but it
293 had no hand-over and roaming capabilities.
294 Diverging from the main BGSM avenue[ o fF i g .2a t
295 Bdigital roundabout,[ IS-95 had an evolved counterpart,
296 namely the Pan-American cdma2000 system, which had
297 three parallel CDMA carriers, leading to the first stan-
298 dardized MC-CDMA system [5]. In parallel, GSM evolved
299 further by exploiting the dramatic advances in adaptive
300 modulation and coding [11], which led to the standardi-
301 zation of the generic packet radio system (GPRS). A brief
302 summary of the diverse 2G systems’ parameters is provided
303 at a glance in Table 1 for the astute reader, while further
304 details of these systems may be found in [10].
Fig. 2. ‘‘Anecdotal’’ evolution of science and its stylized impact on the generations of wireless standardization. The lose relationship and
interpretation of the nontechnical terms ‘‘street, avenue, close, lane road, plaza, square, etc.’’ as portrayed in the figure varies right
across the English-speaking world and by no means should their hierarchical relationship indicate the objective preference of any of the
technical solutions over others. It is worth mentioning nonetheless that the term ‘‘avenue’’ may be an exception, since we used it to imply
that the related technology has enjoyed broad support.
1It is gratefully acknowledged by the authors that this was pointed out
by the anonymous reviewers.
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305 The 2G systems of Table 1 were indeed based on sub-
306 stantial advances in DSP and microelectronics, which
307 allowed the systems to support increased bit rates and
308 improved voice qualities. These enhanced enabling
309 techniques also facilitated the migration of the wireline-
310 based high-rate multimedia services to wireless systems,
311 although the achievable bit rates remained insufficiently
312 high. In other words, the consumers’ thirst for higher bit
313 rates outstripped the bit-rate improvements attained.
314 Hence, as observed in our road map of Fig. 2, during
315 the early 1990s the research community turned its at-
316 tention to developing the 3G systems and the march
317 towards B3G Plaza[ continued throughout the 1990s.
318 Numerous candidates competed in order to become the
319 de facto global 3G standard and the Universal Mobile
320 Telecommunication System’s Terrestrial Radio Access
321 mode known as UTRA [12] found the widest global ac-
322 ceptance, which is based on wideband CDMA. Its basic
323 system parameters are summarized in Table 2 for the
324 initiated reader, while their detailed discussion and the
325 performance characterization of 3G networks may be
326 found in [12].
327 The 3G research started out with a much more
328 ambitious bit-rate target than that of the 2G system and
329 ended up with about 384 Kb/s, as the realistically achiev-
330 able rate. The wideband-CDMA-based 3G solution [12]
331 emerged partly from the experience gleaned from IS95,
332 the Pan-American CDMA system. As mentioned above, in
333 the interest of increasing the attainable throughput, a
334 three-carrier version of IS-95, namely cdma2000 was also
335 ratified, which had a commensurately higher throughput.
336 The cdma2000 scheme is the first standardized terrestrial
337 multicarrier wireless system and hence constitutes a histo-
338 ric milestone in paving the way towards a fully fledged
339 OFDM-style multicarrier system, which was standardized
340 for 4G wireless communications.
341 Over the years researchers realized that it is unrealistic
342 to expect that any fixed-rate channel coding and modula-
343 tion scheme could deliver a time-invariant QoS, which led
344 to the intensive research of adaptive modulation and
Table 1 Summary of 2G Mobile Systems
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345 coding (AMC)-aided [11] standardized systems, such as the
346 2G GPRS system of Table 1. In the ensuing era virtually all
347 wireless systems were designed by using AMC, including
348 the HSPA mode of the 3G systems detailed in [12]. Apart
349 from the QAM [7] and channel coding modes, the number
350 of superimposed DS-CDMA spreading codes can also be
351 varied as a function of the near-instantaneous channel
352 quality and user requirements. The user equipment (UE)
353 terminology is used in the HSPA standard for the MS and
354 there are 12 different UE categories depending on their
355 grade of sophistication and achievable bit rate, as detailed
356 in Table 3 for the HSDPA mode [12].
357 Despite the 40-year research history of OFDM [13],
358 multicarrier cellular solutions only emerged during the
359 2000s as the dominant modulation technique in the con-
360 text of the 3G Partnership Project’s (3GPP) Long-Term
361 Evolution (LTE) initiative. Clearly, during the 2000s mul-
362 ticarrier solutions have found their way into all the 802.11
363 wireless standards designed for wireless local area net-
364 works (WLANs), while using different-throughput modem
365 and channel coding modes, depending on the near-
366 instantaneous channel quality, as summarized in Table 4.
367 OFDM is also used in the wide area coverage fixed
368 wireless access scheme known as WiMAX. The main char-
369 acteristic of multicarrier solutions is the high degree of
370 flexibility that they are capable of providing. They have a
371 host of different parameters that allow us to appropriately
372 configure them and program them, whatever the circum-
373 stances areVregardless of the propagation environment
374 and regardless of the QoS requirements, as facilitated by
Table 2 Basic 3G UTRA Parameters
Table 3 HSDPA Enabled UE Categories [12]
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375 the employment of AMC. Again, the various configura-
376 tions of the OFDM-based 802.11 standard are shown in
377 T a b l e4 ,w h i l et h o s eo ft h e3 G P PL T Es t a n d a r di nT a b l e5 .
378 We are gradually approaching the Bcapacity gate[ on
379 our road map of Fig. 2Vwe are approaching the bit-rate
380 limits upper-bounded by the channel capacity, but for-
381 tunately these are really only the limits of the classic
382 single-input–single-output systems. There is a great deal of
383 Bheadroom[ further beyond that, when we consider
384 MIMO systems. So BMIMO street,[B capacity gate,[ and
385 Bturbo street[ all join here, at BNext Generation Plaza[ of
386 Fig. 2. The sophisticated MIMOs to be reviewed are
387 capable of combining the benefits of STCs designed for
388 achieving a diversity gain, as well as attaining spatial
389 bitstream multiplexing as in Bell Lab’s layered space time
390 (BLAST) architecture, while opting for beamforming-
391 aided IC, as and when necessary.
392 Hence the goal of this treatise is to provide a succinct
393 overview of the proven transmission techniques and to
394 pave the way towards Btelepresence avenue,[ constituted
395 by the next generation systems, which are capable of pro-
396 viding all the proverbial BSwiss-army-knife-type[ highly
397 flexible wireless services of the near future.
398 In a nutshell, since the conception of GSM in excess of
399 three orders of magnitude bit-rate improvements were
400 achieved in three decades, which corresponds to a factor
401 ten or so bit-rate improvement for each decade since the
402 1980s, because GSM had a data rate of 9.6 Kb/s, while
403 HSDPA is capable of communicating at 13.7 Mb/s. How-
404 ever, the possible transmit power reductions remained
405 more limited, even when using the most advanced multi-
406 stage iterative detectors, since the required received signal
407 p o w e rh a sn o tb e e nr e d u c e db ya sm u c ha s3 0d B .T h i s
408 plausible observation motivates the further research of
409 advanced cooperation-aided wireless MIMO transceivers,
410 as detailed in this treatise, which are capable of attaining
411 substantial transmit power reductions.
412 III. WIRELESS SYSTEM COMPONENTS
413 The outer shell of boxes in Fig. 3 provides a glimpse of
414 some of the available enabling techniques, while the inner
415 core characterizes the conflicting design factors influenc-
416 ing the architecture of a wireless system.
417 A. Transceiver Techniques
418 The state-of-the-art wireless enabling techniques seen
419 in the wireless communications Btoolbox[ of Fig. 3 are
420 briefly highlighted first, following the outer shell of the
421 figure. Then, we will briefly touch upon the inner core of
422 this stylized illustration.
423 • OFDM [13],[14] serial-to-parallel converts a single
424 high-rate serial bitstream to a large number of pa-
425 rallel low-rate streams. The channel-induced
426 dispersion leaves the resultant parallel low-rate
427 streams largely unaffected and hence OFDM may
428 be viewed as a technique of converting a dispersive
429 frequency-selective channel to a multiplicity of pa-
430 rallel nondispersive flat-fading channels. Owing to
431 its benefits, it has been employed in the 3GPP LTE
432 initiative, in the IEEE 802.11 family of WLAN as
433 well as in the Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) and
434 Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) standards. When
435 assigning different subcarriers to different users, the
436 OFDM scheme becomes an orthogonal frequency-
437 division multiple access (OFDMA) arrangement.
438 • PSK, QAM, and TCM have a long history in wire-
439 less communications, as detailed in [7] and to-
440 gether with AMC they have found their way into
441 numerous wireless standards such as HSPA [12].
442 The TCM scheme proposed by Ungerboeck [15]
443 incorporates FEC coding by commensurately ex-
444 tending the modulated signal constellation. This is
445 done for the sake of absorbing the redundant bits
446 of the FEC encoder without any bandwidth ex-
447 pansion. Provided that the SNR is above a certain
448 valueVdespite the reduced Euclidian distance of
449 the QAM constellation pointsVan improved BER
450 performance is achieved at the cost of an increased
451 detection complexity.
452 • Multidimensional sphere packing (SP) modula-
453 tion [3] constitutes an extension to the family of
454 classic modulation schemes, such as QPSK and
455 QAM. The SP modulation is designed to attain the
456 maximum Euclidean distance among the signaling
457 constellation points and hence it is capable of
Table 4 802.11a Parameters
Table 5 3GPP LTE DownLink OFDM Parameters
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458 improving the achievable performance of conven-
459 tional constellations. The SP modulation may be
460 combined with temporal diversity, frequency di-
461 versity, and/or spatial diversity arrangements. In
462 [3], the SP modulation was combined with STBCs
463 in order to minimize the STBC symbol error pro-
464 bability. This was achieved by jointly designing
465 several STBC time-slots’ signal.
466 • Channelcoding[6]ValsotermedasFECcodingV
467 incorporates redundant bits or symbols into the
468 original information stream, which are calculated
469 from the original information symbols. The em-
470 ployment of FEC coding facilitated for the research
471 communitytoapproachShannon’scapacitylimitby
472 incorporating Bjust[ the required amount of re-
473 dundant information for protecting the primary
474 information symbols, as we will discuss in
475 Section V-A. A whole host of schemes having di-
476 verse attributes, such as complexity, delay, and
477 c o d i n gg a i n ,a sb r i e f l yt o u c h e du p o ni nF i g .1 ,a r e
478 available for the designers.
479 • Channel decoders: [6] In the spirit of Fig. 1,
480 decoders of different complexity, delay and per-
481 formance are available, such as the soft-output
482 Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) [16], the MAP decoder
483 [17], and its reduced-complexity version, namely
484 the maximum-logarithmic MAP solution known as
485 the Max-Log MAP decoder [18].
486 • Turbo detection as a principle was introduced by
487 Berrou et al. [19] in the context of iteratively
488 decoding two parallel concatenated convolutional
489 codes combined with an interleaver. Their work
490 has later found further applications in channel
491 estimation [14], turbo equalization, and MUD [13],
492 as further detailed in Section V.
493 • Joint source and channel encoding [20], [21]
494 exploits the fact that most multimedia source
495 signals are capable of tolerating Blossy,[ rather
Fig. 3. Qualitative relationship of the diverse system components and factors affecting the design of wireless transceivers. This illustration
may be viewed as a more detailed exposure of the relationships seen in Fig. 1 and defines the terminology used in Fig. 2 more explicitly.
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496 than lossless delivery of multimedia signals to the
497 human eye, ear, and other human sensors. This is
498 achieved by exploiting the psycho-acoustic and
499 psycho-visual coding-imperfection-masking prop-
500 erties of the human ear and eye, respectively. The
501 bitstream produced by the corresponding low-rate
502 andVpreferablyVlow-delay multimedia source
503 codecs however typically exhibits unequal error
504 sensitivity. This requires stronger error protection
505 for the more vulnerable bits and less strong higher
506 rate FEC codes for the perceptually less important
507 bits. A variety of such schemes designed for voice,
508 a u d i oa n dv i d e os i g n a l sm a yb ef o u n di n[ 2 0 ]a n d
509 [21]. The philosophy of joint source and channel
510 coding does not contradict to Shannon’s so-called
511 source and channel coding separation theorem,
512 which states that these coding operations may be
513 carried out separately. That is due to the fact that
514 this theorem was derived for lossless entropy-
515 coding-based source coding, where a single bit
516 error may result in failure to correctly decode the
517 entire encoded sequence, because the decoder
518 operates by simply reading and interpreting the
519 consecutively received bits, until a legitimate
520 codeword was found. Hence no legitimate entropy
521 codeword is allowed to constitute a prefix of a
522 longer codeword, but in the presence of transmis-
523 sion errors this condition may be violated.
524 • EXIT chart matching will be invoked in
525 SectionV-Basapowerfultoolemployedfordesign-
526 ing near-capacity transceivers without the need
527 for the time-consuming bit-by-bit Monte Carlo
528 simulations.
529 • Irregular codes were proposed by Tuchler and
530 Hagenauer [22] for the sake of approaching the
531 channel’s capacity using appropriately designed
532 codes that are constructed from a range of
533 different-rate constituent codes. More explicitly,
534 appropriately selected fractions of the input bit
535 stream are encoded with the different constituent
536 code rates. The length of the input bit segments or
537 fractions and the corresponding code rate may be
538 designed with the aid of EXIT charts as proposed
539 in [22].
540 • Channel estimation [11], [13] is necessary for all
541 coherent-detection-aided transceivers and its accu-
542 racy has a grave impact on the achievable BER. This
543 is normally carried out by incorporating the pilot
544 symbols into the information stream, where the
545 pilots are known at the receiver. However, the
546 pilots transmitted result in a loss of the effective
547 data throughput, which may be quite high for high-
548 velocity vehicles and a high number of transmit
549 antennas. More explicitly, the channel estimation
550 complexity and the pilot overhead required for
551 achieving accurate channel estimation may become
552 particularly high in the context of MIMO systems,
553 where Nt   Nr CIRs have to be estimated, resulting
554 in 16 CIRs being estimated in a 4   4-element
555 MIMO for example.
556 • Synchronization constitutes an essential part of
557 all communications systems and it typically entails
558 establishing coarse initial synchronization of both
559 the symbol timing as well as of the carrier fre-
560 quency of the transmitter and the receiver. The
561 wireless channel as well as the oscillator’s carrier
562 phase offset induce undesirable phase rotation and
563 hence loss of synchronization between the trans-
564 mitter and the receiver, which hence requires
565 accurate tracking.
566 • Bioinspired optimization using, for example,
567 genetic algorithms (GAs) and ant colony optimiza-
568 tion (ACO) has been shown to be a powerful
569 reduced-complexity technique of finding near-
570 optimum solutions both to challenging multiuser
571 detection problems [5] as well as to joint channel
572 and data estimation problems [14]. Their employ-
573 ment may be readily extended to other excessive-
574 complexity optimization problems, such as those of
575 identifying optimum routes in ad hoc networks, for
576 example.
577 • Ultrawideband (UWB) systems [23] may operate
578 in the baseband, i.e., without modulating a radio-
579 frequency carrier and transmit high-bandwidth
580 signals. Their loose definition requires that the
581 b a n d w i d t hb ea tl e a s t5 0 0M H zo rat h i r do ft h e i r
582 centerfrequency. Sincemost ofthetechnologically
583 accessible bands of frequencies are occupied by
584 operational wireless systems, the somewhat un-
585 usual philosophy of UWB systems is that they
586 overlay their transmissions to actively exploited
587 frequency bands. However, this is carried out with
588 extra care, using a sufficiently low power level,
589 w h e r et h e yo n l yi m p o s eBtolerable[ interference
590 on the comparatively narrowband systems com-
591 municating in the same spectral band. Their con-
592 ceptual appeal is that they follow the Shannonian
593 principle of making the extremely wideband trans-
594 mitted signal noise-like, which renders the inter-
595 ference imposed appear as additional noise. The
596 original UWB proposals by Win and Scholtz [23]
597 advocated the transmission ofappropriately shaped
598 time-domain impulses, which signaled a binary
599 one and zero with the aid of pulse position modu-
600 lation (PPM). Since then, numerous solutions ex-
601 hibiting diverse pros and cons have been proposed
602 for UWB systems, including CDMA, OFDM, fre-
603 quency hopping (FH), etc. Two beneficial features
604 of UWB systems are as follows.
605 1) Owing to their wide bandwidth, their receiver
606 is capable of distinguishing a high number of
607 multipath components.
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608 2) Hence, even if some of the paths experienced
609 a deep fade, the chances are that there is a
610 sufficiently high number of nonfaded paths
611 for recovering the signal at a high integrity,
612 i.e., low BER.
613 As a result, UWB systems tend to achieve a high diversity
614 order, which allows them to potentially operate close to
615 the best possible Gaussian channel’s performance. Second,
616 it may be readily shown that the capacity increases linearly
617 with the bandwidth, when the nadwidth tends to infinity.
618 Similarly to MIMOs and multicode CDMA, these two fea-
619 tures make UWB systems imminently applicable for
620 Bgreen[ short-range communications, especially when
621 combined with ad hoc routing and user-cooperation-aided
622 hybrid wireless networks, which save power owing to their
623 short-range line-of-sight cooperative transmissions.
624 • Software-defined radio (SDR) design techniques
625 lend themselves to flexible HSPA-style recon-
626 figuration in the interest of satisfying the above-
627 mentioned diverse system requirements, which
628 were summarized in Figs. 1 and 3.
629 • Services: The proliferation of flawless wireless
630 multimedia services [20], [21] imposes substantial
631 demand on the available spectral resources, which
632 motivates the exploration of new carrier frequency
633 bands at frequencies beyond those used by the
634 operational systems. These new frequency bands
635 require careful propagation studies, because at in-
636 creased carrier frequencies the path loss also tends
637 to increase, which results in an increased transmit
638 power requirement and/or reduced cell sizes. Na-
639 turally, having reduced cell sizes requires more
640 BSs, although they may become low-power, low-
641 cost radio ports, not unlike those that have recently
642 become commercially available and are employed
643 in residential femto-cells. The different multime-
644 dia services tend to have rather different integrity
645 requirements and hence necessitate careful system
646 optimization.
647 • DS-CDMA [5] assigns unique, user-specific K-chip
648 spreading codes to each of the K system users.
649 These unique codes allow the receiver to unambi-
650 guously separate their simultaneous transmissions,
651 provided that the correlation of the K spreading
652 codes remains sufficiently low even in the pres-
653 ence of channel-induced dispersion, which may
654 increase the correlation of the spreading se-
655 quences. Wideband CDMA was adopted for the
656 3G systems and for its adaptive-modulation-aided
657 version known as HSPA [5], [12].
658 • Space-division multiple access (SDMA) [13],
659 [14] may be viewed as a close relative of CDMA,
660 w i t ht h es l i g h tc o n c e p t u a ld i f f e r e n c et h a tw eu s e
661 the unique, user-specific CIRs instead of the
662 CDMA spreading codes for differentiating the K
663 users supported. The rationale behind this philos-
664 ophy is that each user’s transmitted spreading code
665 is convolved with the CIR. In case of supporting
666 users in close proximity of each otherVwho may
667 have similar CIRsVthe received spreading codes
668 may become more correlated (i.e., similar) to each
669 other. In this scenario, powerful MUDs may be
670 required to jointly detect and yet to distinguish all
671 the users’ spreading codes. If the employment of a
672 potentially complex MUD is affordable, then the
673 employment of CDMA spreading codes for differ-
674 entiating the users can be eliminated and we can
675 simply rely on the unique CIRs, which leads to the
676 concept of SDMA. It is also worth noting that
677 instead of simultaneously detecting K users’
678 signals, the same concept may be employed for
679 jointly detecting the signals of Nt transmit anten-
680 nas of a MIMO scheme, which results in an Nt-fold
681 increased bit rate for a single user. In this scenario,
682 the CIRs of the Nt antennas are likely to be more
683 correlated than the carefully designed CDMA
684 spreading codes owing to the antenna elements’
685 proximity, which makes the SDMA MIMO multi-
686 stream detector design more challenging than the
687 classic MUD design. The related schemes will be
688 further elaborated on in Section IV-A2.
689 • Beamforming [3], [12] constitutes an effective
690 MIMO-aided transmission/reception technique,
691 where the gain of the transmitter/receiver antenna
692 is increased in the specific direction of the desired
693 user, while reducing the gain towards the interfer-
694 ing users. Beamforming may be viewed as an
695 Bangularly selective[ filter, where the filtering
696 effect is achieved by positioning the MIMO ele-
697 ments half the wavelength apart. This geometric
698 arrangement then launches the MIMO elements’
699 transmitted signals with a specific phase difference
700 of   from the adjacent elements after appropri-
701 ately weighting and superimposing them. The
702 family of beamformers will be further detailed in
703 Section IV-A3.
704 • Space-time or Space-frequency coding (ST/SF
705 coding) [6]. In a severely fading environment, the
706 transmitted signal cannot be error-freely detected
707 at the receiver, unless some unattenuated replicas
708 of the transmitted signal are made available.
709 Hence, diversity techniques, such as for example,
710 temporal, frequency, and spatial diversity may be
711 beneficially invoked. Explicitly, when different
712 time slots are allocated for conveying the same in-
713 formation bits, we created temporal diversity. A
714 typical example of utilizing temporal diversity is
715 constituted by interleaved channel coding or DS-
716 CDMA spreading. Similarly, frequency diversity
717 may be achieved by assigning multiple signal repli-
718 cas to independently fading carrier frequencies, as
719 in the case of OFDM or when employing FH
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720 techniques. Finally, a spatial diversity or antenna
721 diversity gain can be attained by exploiting multi-
722 ple spatially separated or differently polarized
723 antennas, as in the case of STCs. Again, the under-
724 lying principle of diversity is that the redundant
725 replicas carrying the same signal would be con-
726 veyed over independently fading propagation
727 paths. However, the employment of multiple an-
728 tennas may not be feasible or may have limited
729 benefits for the transmitter of compact shirt-
730 pocket-sized communicators. This is due to the
731 fact that a sufficiently high physical separation has
732 to be maintained between the different antennas
733 for the sake of achieving spatial diversity, other-
734 wisethecorrelationoffadingerodes theachievable
735 diversity gains.
736 • Cooperative MIMOs [3], [14] mitigate the above-
737 mentioned problem of induced correlation among
738 the diversity components with limited antenna
739 spacing, which is particularly detrimental in the
740 presence of correlated fading imposed by large-
741 bodied vehicles and other obstructing objects in
742 the path of the radio waves. This is achieved with
743 the aid of cooperative or distributed MIMO tech-
744 niques, where MSs equipped with a single antenna
745 can cooperate by sharing their single antennas
746 upon exchanging their information, as detailed
747 further in Section IV-B. Provided that the cooper-
748 ating MSs are sufficiently far apart, their antennas
749 experience independent fading.
750 • Multifunctional MIMO techniques [3]: The
751 above-mentioned MIMO schemes attain either
752 diversity gain, multiplexing gain, or beamforming
753 gain. By contrast, multifunctional MIMO schemes
754 may attain a combination of these gains, as detailed
755 in Section IV-A4.
756 • Interleave division multiple access (IDMA) also
757 evolved from the above-mentioned philosophy of
758 CDMA, when Frenger et al. combined CDMA
759 with channel coding and interleaving [24], leading
760 to the concept of chip-interleaved CDMA [25].
761 Hence, IDMA inherited all the attractive proper-
762 ties of CDMA. As an additional benefit of chip-
763 interleaving relying on a sufficiently long
764 interleaver, the originally adjacent chips of a
765 spreading code are dispersed across the entire du-
766 ration of the chip-interleaver and hence they may
767 be deemed to fade independently. This typically
768 results in an increased diversity gain and poten-
769 tially allows us to differentiate the users based on
770 their unique user-specific interleaver. The IDMA
771 philosophy was then further developed by Ping and
772 his team [26], [27] as well as by Ho ¨her and his
773 group [28], [29]. In a nutshell, the system concept
774 of [24] is essentially that of interleaving the chips
775 right after DS spreading, rather than placing the
776 classic interleaver after the channel encoder. It
777 was demonstrated that the employment of chip-
778 interleaving simplifies iterative detection.
779 • Opportunistic scheduling may also be interpreted
780 as a diversity scheme, since the transmissions of
781 users may be scheduled in unison with their chan-
782 nel quality fluctuations. When the channel quality
783 happens to be high, a low transmit power is suf-
784 ficient or a high throughput may be attained and
785 vice versa. This opportunistic scheduling philoso-
786 phy is intricately linked with HSPA-style adaptive
787 modulation and coding [12].
788 • Noncoherent schemes [14] aim for avoiding both
789 the high complexity channel estimation and the
790 associated throughput loss imposed by the in-
791 clusion of pilot sequences used in channel
792 estimation. However, noncoherent schemes typ-
793 ically suffer from a performance penalty and
794 hence they require substantial further research
795 for their adoption in low-complexity, low power-
796 consumption standardized solutions, as detailed in
797 Section IV-A1. Since the employment of channel
798 estimation in the context of low-complexity co-
799 operative systems is particularly undesirable, there
800 is a natural synergy between cooperative and non-
801 coherent systems, as detailed in [3] and [14].
802 B. Transceiver Optimization
803 To elaborate a little further on the message of Fig. 1 in
804 the context of considering the optimization problems por-
805 trayed in the center core of Fig. 3, subscribers and service
806 providers would like to aim for improving the achievable
807 QoS quantified in terms of all quality metrics. These may
808 include maintaining a high data rate, flawless real-time or
809 low-delay multimedia Btele-presence[ quality at high vehi-
810 cular speeds, while guaranteeing a high integrity or low
811 BER. Resilience against the interference imposed by other
812 users as well as necessitating infrequent battery recharge,
813 i.e., having a low power requirement, are also of para-
814 mount importance.
815 These ambitious objectives have to be achieved in the
816 face of the limited resources listed in Fig. 3. For example,
817 both the available bandwidth as well as the battery
818 power are limited and so is the signal processing speed
819 of the chips employed. Additionally, a lightweight shirt-
820 pocket-sized MS is desired, which has limited space for
821 accommodating MIMO elements. Hence, a flexible trans-
822 ceiver architecture is needed in order to accommodate the
823 time-variant channel-quality encountered, while support-
824 ing multistandard operation.
825 IV. MIMO SYSTEMS
826 In digital communications, a specific feature of an analog
827 carrier signal is modulated by a digital bit stream, where a
828 modulator shapes and Bprepares[ the signal to be
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829 transmitted through the band-limited physical channel.
830 The modulator maps each set of B bits into one of the
831 M ¼ 2B possible waveforms of the radio-frequency carrier,
832 which may be in the range from 400 MHz to 3 GHz in
833 contemporary wireless systems. On the other hand, in
834 order to increase the achievable throughput of wireless
835 communication systems, while maintaining a specific QoS
836 and accommodating the channel-quality fluctuations, the
837 concept of adaptive modulation was introduced by Hayes
838 as early as in 1968 [30], which then led to a flurry of
839 research activities, culminating in the definitions of the
840 HSPA 3G standard and all its AMC-aided standardized
841 successors.
842 In wireless communications, the quality of the received
843 signal depends on several factors including the log-normal
844 shadowing, fast-fading, and noise. On the other hand,
845 differentordermodulationschemesallow thetransmission
846 of more bits per symbol, hence achieving increased spec-
847 tral efficiencies. However, employing higher order con-
848 stellations requires an increased SNR in order to maintain
849 a certain BER performance. The employment of adaptive
850 modulation allows a wireless system to choose the highest
851 order modulation to achieve the required QoS, depending
852 on the prevalent near-instantaneous channel conditions.
853 An appealing benefit of AMC is that the power of the
854 transmitted signal is held constant over a frame interval,
855 while changing the modulation and coding format in order
856 to match the current received signal quality or channel
857 conditions. For example, in a system relying AMC, users
858 close to the BS are typically assigned higher order modu-
859 lation schemes combined with higher code rates, while
860 users that are further from the BS can be assigned a lower
861 modulation order and/or code rate in order to maintain a
862 good BER performance and high throughput for all users.
863 Diverse adaptive modulation and coding arrangements
864 have been proposed in [5], [31], and [32]. The fundamental
865 goal of near-instantaneous adaptation is to ensure that the
866 most efficient transceiver mode is used in the face of ra-
867 pidly fluctuating time-variant channel conditions based on
868 appropriate channel quality metrics [5], [11].
869 The fundamental limitation of wireless systems is con-
870 stituted by the time- and frequency-domain fading of the
871 channel’s envelope, as exemplified in terms of the SINR
872 fluctuations experienced by wireless modems [11], [33].
873 Furthermore, the continued increase in demand for all
874 types of wireless services including voice, data, and multi-
875 media increases the need for higher data rates. Hence,
876 advanced MIMO techniques, coded modulation as well as
877 adaptive modulation and coding arrangements have to be
878 invoked, which are capable of near-instantaneous HSPA-
879 style [12] reconfiguration. The above-mentioned advances
880 in science have also found their way into the HSPA stan-
881 dard, which has the popular connotation of being a B3.5G[
882 standard, because it is significantly more capable than
883 the 3G standards, potentially reaching a bit rate of about
884 14 MBPS.
885 The limitation of the above-mentioned classic modems
886 is that their capacity has to obey Shannon’s classic capacity
887 formula [1], [34], [35] of C ¼ BW   log2ð1 þ SNRÞ,w h e r e
888 BW is the bandwidth and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio.
889 This implies that an exponentially increased transmit
890 power is required for achieving a linearly increasing capa-
891 city, apart from using more sophisticated and hence more
892 costly modems. Fortunately, this limitation may be over-
893 come by the employment of MIMO systems, as we will
894 demonstrate later in this section.
895 A MIMOsystememploys Nt   1transmitantennasand
896 Nr   1 receive antennas, as shown in Fig. 4. A wireless
897 system employing a MIMO scheme transmits the signals
898 Ct;n, n ¼ 1;2;...;Nt, simultaneously from the Nt transmit
899 antennas at instant t. Each signal transmitted from each of
900 the Nt antennas propagates through the wireless channel
901 and arrives at each of the Nr receive antennas. In a wireless
902 system equipped with Nr receive antennas, each received
903 signal is constituted by a linear superposition of the faded
904 versions of the transmitted signal, which is also perturbed
905 by noise. Of particular interest is the specific propagation
906 scenario, where the individual channels between given
907 pairs of transmit and receive antennas may be accurately
908 modeled by independent Rayleigh fading channels. As a
909 result, the signal corresponding to every transmit antenna
910 has a distinct spatial signature, namely its impulse re-
911 sponse, at the receive antenna. Encountering independent
912 Rayleigh fading can be assumed for each of the ðNt   NrÞ
913 MIMO links, provided that the antenna spacing is suffi-
914 ciently higher than the carrier’s wavelength. As a result,
915 the signal corresponding to every transmit antenna has a
916 distinct spatial signature at a receive antenna.
917 The information-theoretic aspects of MIMO systems
918 were considered during their early development by
Fig. 4. A generalized MIMO scheme block diagram.
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919 Winters [36], by Telatar [37] as well as by Foschini and
920 Gans [38], for example. It was demonstrated that MIMO
921 systems exhibit capacity gains in comparison to the em-
922 ployment of a single antenna at both the transmitter and
923 the receiver. It was demonstrated in [37] and [38] that the
924 capacity of a MIMO system may be portrayed as a linear
925 function of the number of transmit antennas, when com-
926 municating over an i.i.d. flat Rayleigh fading channels,
927 provided that the number of receive antennas is equal to or
928 greater than the number of transmit antennas. Hence, it
929 m a yb ea r g u e dt h a ti nc o n t r a s tt ot h el o g a r i t h m i cS h a n n o n
930 capacity of C ¼ BW   log2ð1 þ SNRÞ [39], MIMO schemes
931 increase the systems’ capacity linearly with the transmit
932 power, provided that the increased power is assigned to a
933 proportionately increased number of transmit antennas.
934 Naturally, in practice it may not be feasible to substantially
935 increase the number of antennas.
936 In all fairness, it should also be emphasized that based
937 on Shannon’s above-mentioned formula, when we let the
938 bandwidth BW tend to infinity, the capacity does not tend to
939 i n f i n i t y !I tb e c o m e sac o n s t a n tt i m e st h et r a n s m i tp o w e r .T h i s
940 implies that at a sufficiently high bandwidth the capacity of
941 single-input–single-output (SISO) systems may also be
942 deemed to increase near-linearly with the transmit power.
943 However, for a large bandwidth the noise power becomes
944 high, which implies that potentially more sophisticated
945 receivers may have to be implemented for maintaining
946 reliable communications.
2
947 Fig. 5 compares the capacity of a SISO system with that
948 of two MIMO schemes associated with ðNt;NrÞ¼ð 2;1Þ
949 and ðNt;NrÞ¼ð 2;2Þ. Additionally, Fig. 5 compares the
950 capacity for the systems employing BPSK, QPSK, and
951 8 - P S K .T h eM I M Ot e c h n i q u eu s e di nF i g .5i sA l a m o u t i ’ s
952 space-time block coding arrangement [40], which provides
953 spatial diversity, as will be described in Section IV-A1. As
954 shown in Fig. 5, the twin-antenna-aided MIMO scheme
955 using a single receive antenna exhibits a higher capacity
956 than the SISO scheme for all the modulation schemes
957 considered. Similarly, the MIMO scheme employing
958 Nt ¼ 2 transmit and Nr ¼ 2 receive antennas exhibits a
959 higher capacity than its counterpart employing a single
960 receive antenna. For example, consider the QPSK modu-
961 lated system associated with the curves labeled as 2 BPS
962 in Fig. 5, which exhibits a capacity of 1.72 BPS at
963 SNR ¼ 10 dB in a SISO scheme. By contrast, the (2,1)
964 MIMO scheme attains a capacity of 1.88 BPS and the
965 (2,2) MIMO scheme has a capacity of 2 BPS. On the other
966 hand, the SISO requires 6.7 dB for achieving a capacity of
967 1.5 BPS, while the (2,1) MIMO scheme requires 5 dB and
968 the (2,2) MIMO scheme necessitates 1.2 dB.
969 In addition to the fact that MIMO systems attain a
970 higher capacity than the SISO scheme, MIMOs can be
971 used to attain a better BER performance and/or a higher
972 throughput than the SISO schemes, depending on whether
973 the MIMO is used for attaining diversity or multiplexing
974 gains. The classification of different MIMO systems is
975 summarized in Fig. 6, which can be classified as colocated
976 MIMOs and distributed MIMOs. The colocated MIMOs
2The authors are grateful to the anonymous reviewer for his sugges-
tion to include these important insights on the capacity of SISO systems.
Fig. 5. Comparison of the capacity of a SISO scheme and two MIMO
schemes associated with ðNt;NrÞ¼ð 2;1Þ and ðNt;NrÞ¼ð 2;2Þ.
Fig. 6. Classification of MIMO Techniques.
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977 can be categorized as diversity techniques [40], [41], mul-
978 tiplexing techniques [42], multiple-access methods [13],
979 beamforming [12] as well as multifunctional MIMO tech-
980 niques [3] as shown in Fig. 6. The concept of distributed
981 MIMOs is also often viewed as an ingredient of coope-
982 rative communications [43], [44] recently advocated by
983 Sendonaris et al.
984 A. Colocated MIMO Techniques
985 As argued above, MIMO systems exhibit a higher ca-
986 pacity than SISO systems. Multiple antennas can be used
987 to provide either diversity gains and hence a commen-
988 surately improved BER performance or an increased
989 throughput translating into multiplexing gains.
3 As a third
990 design alternative, multiple antennas can be used at the
991 transmitter or the receiver in order to attain a beamform-
992 ing gain. Finally, sophisticated multifunctional antenna
993 arrays (MFAAs) may be employed in order to combine all
994 of the above-mentioned MIMO functions and hence
995 simultaneously attain diversity gains, multiplexing gains
996 as well as beamforming gains as shown in Fig. 6.
997 For a general MIMO system having Nt > 1t r a n s m i t
998 antennas and Nr   1 receive antennas, there is a theoret-
999 ical tradeoff between the achievable diversity and multi-
1000 plexing. Zheng and Tse [45] showed that for a MIMO
1001 channel there is a fundamental tradeoff between the
1002 achievable diversity gain and the attainable multiplexing
1003 gain. Explicitly, in order to achieve an increased spatial
1004 multiplexing gain, the attainable diversity gain has to be
1005 sacrificed. In other words, the diversity-multiplexing
1006 tradeoff quantifies how rapidly the throughput of STCs
1007 may increase with the SNR, while maintaining a certain
1008 diversity order.
1009 The terminology of colocated MIMOs refers to the
1010 family of systems where the multiple antennas are located
1011 at the same transmitter or receiver station. Again, the im-
1012 munity of these colocated MIMOs to shadow-fading-
1013 induced correlation may be mitigated, for example, by
1014 invoking the concept of distributed MIMO elements con-
1015 stituted by single-antenna-aided cooperating mobiles at
1016 the cost of reducing the attainable throughput, as detailed
1017 during our further discourse [3]. In the sequel AQ2 ,w ew i l l
1018 provide an overview of the family of MIMOs designed for
1019 achieving diversity, multiplexing, or beamforming gains.
1020 1) Diversity Techniques: Maintaining reliable communi-
1021 cation over fading channels has been one of the grand
1022 research challenges in recent times. In a fading channel,
1023 the associated severe attenuation often results in decoding
1024 errors. A natural way of overcoming this problem is to
1025 provide the receiver with several replicas of the same
1026 transmitted signal, while assuming that at least some of
1027 them are not severely attenuated. This technique is
1028 referred to as diversity, where it is possible to attain diver-
1029 sity gains by creating independently fading signal replicas in
1030 the time, frequency, or spatial domain and both at the trans-
1031 mitter and the receiver. This paper advocates the employ-
1032 ment of both transmit and receive diversity.
1033 To elaborate a little further, classic FEC coding [6] is
1034 also often referred to as a time diversity technique, since it
1035 assigns redundant bits to the original information bits and
1036 the redundant bits are transmitted at different instants,
1037 hence are subjected to independent fading. Similarly, fre-
1038 quency diversity may be achieved, for example, by em-
1039 ploying FH [5], where different transmit frequencies are
1040 activated at different symbol instants. Typically, the acti-
1041 vated frequencies are outside the coherence bandwidth,
1042 which is defined as the minimum frequency separation
1043 beyond which independent fading is experienced. Finally,
1044 spatial diversity is achieved, for example, by employing
1045 multiple antennas. The signal energy extracted from the
1046 multiple signal replicas may then be combined using one
1047 of the numerous established diversity combining tech-
1048 n i q u e s[ 5 ] ,s u c ha s ,f o re x a m p l e ,s w i t c h e dd i v e r s i t y ,w h i c h
1049 detects the largest of several signal replicas, equal-gain
1050 combining, or maximum ratio combining, where the latter
1051 weights the more reliable diversity paths more highly than
1052 the less reliable, more faded paths.
1053 More specifically, spatial diversity can be attained by
1054 employing multiple antennas at the transmitter and/or the
1055 receiver, as shown in Fig. 7, where the multiple antennas
1056 can be used to transmit and receive the several replicas of
1057 the same information sequence in order to achieve a di-
1058 versity gain and hence to obtain an improved BER per-
1059 formance. A simple spatial diversity technique, which does
1060 not involve any loss of bandwidth, is constituted by the
1061 employment of multiple antennas at the receiver. In case
1062 of narrowband frequency flat fading, the optimum com-
1063 bining strategy in terms of maximizing the SNR at the
1064 combiner’s output is maximum ratio combining (MRC)
1065 [6], [46], [47]. Additionally, other combining techniques
1066 have been proposed in the literature, as shown in Fig. 6,
1067 including Brennan’s equal gain combining (EGC) [47] and
3The authors are grateful to the anonymous reviewer for his
suggestion to include the following notes on the potentially detrimental
effects of correlated fading on the achievable MIMO-aided performance.
Explicitly, when shadow fading is imposed, for example, by large-bodied
vehicles, the signals received by the different antenna elements fade
together and hence the performance becomes no better than that of a
single antenna. The correlation experienced by the signals received by
MIMOs subjected to shadow fading may be mitigated, for example, by
invoking the concept of distributed MIMO elements constituted by single-
antenna-aided cooperating mobiles at the cost of reducing the attainable
throughput, as detailed during our further discourse [3]. Fig. 7. Stylized diagram of a spatial diversity technique.
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1068 selection combining (SC) [5]. All the above-mentioned com-
1069 bining techniques are said to achieve full diversity order,
1070 which is equal to the number of receive antennas [48].
1071 In an Nt   Nr-element MIMO system, at the receiver
1072 side there are Nr copies of the same transmitted symbol. In
1073 selection diversity, the receiver selects the specific an-
1074 tenna with the highest received signal power, since each
1075 antenna experiences independent fading. In this case, the
1076 receiver ignores the signals received at the other antennas.
1077 This is not the optimal solution, since ðNr   1Þ antennas’
1078 signals are ignored. The MRC uses the received signals of
1079 all the receive antennas and uses different weights for the
1080 different antennas in order to maximize the output SNR.
1081 The best a diversity combiner can do is to choose the
1082 weights commensurately with the channel quality esti-
1083 mates at each receiver. However, the technique requires
1084 the weights to be estimated for the fading signals, whose
1085 magnitude may fluctuate rapidly. The equal-gain combiner
1086 circumvents this problem by assigning a unity gain to each
1087 antenna.
1088 On the other hand, the concept of transmit diversity
1089 corresponds to the transmission of replicas of the same
1090 signal over multiple transmit antennas. One of the early
1091 bandwidth-efficient transmit diversity schemes was pro-
1092 posed by Wittneben [49], who demonstrated that the
1093 diversity advantage of his scheme was proportional to the
1094 number of transmit antennas, which was also confirmed in
1095 [4], [50], and [51]. The criterion that has to be met for
1096 achieving the maximum attainable transmit diversity order
1097 was derived in [52], which is the so-called rank criterion
1098 proposed for the design of STCs that will be briefly high-
1099 l i g h t e db e l o w .F u r t h e r m o r e ,t h eBapproximate[ equivalent
1100 of the so-called determinant criterion to be highlighted be-
1101 low and employed for designing STCs was also derived in
1102 [52]. An indepth study on achieving the maximum at-
1103 tainable diversity gain, while also providing a beneficial
1104 coding gains was offered in [53], where the concept of
1105 space-time trellis codes was also introduced.
1106 To expound a little further, some design criteria aim at
1107 maximizing the attainable mutual information between
1108 the transmitted and received signals in a MIMO system.
1109 The rank criterion [52], [54] suggests that for two space-
1110 time codewords C and C
0, the error matrix C   C
0 has to
1111 have full rank in order to achieve the maximum attainable
1112 diversity gain, which is also often termed in parlance as
1113 having Bfull-diversity.[ On the other hand, the determinant
1114 criterion [4] implies that the minimum determinant of the
1115 matrix ðC   C
0Þ
H  ð C   C
0Þ has to be sufficiently high
1116 in order to attain a high coding gain.
1117 In [40], Alamouti proposed an appealingly simple, yet
1118 potent transmit diversity technique using two transmit
1119 antennas. Its key advantage was the employment of low-
1120 complexity single-antenna detection at the receiver. The
1121 decoding algorithm of [40] may be generalized to an arbi-
1122 trary number of receive antennas using MRC, EGC, or SC.
1123 Alamouti’s proposition inspired Tarokh et al. [41], [55] to
1124 generalize the transmit diversity concept to more than two
1125 antennas, leading to the general concept of STBCs. Moti-
1126 vated by the benefits of STBCs, Hochwald et al. [56]
1127 proposed the transmit diversity concept known as STS for
1128 the downlink of WCDMA [5] that is also capable of
1129 achieving the highest possible transmit diversity gain in a
1130 CDMA context.
1131 Alamouti’s design was proposed for a system with two
1132 transmit as well as one receive antennas and was shown to
1133 achieve the full diversity gain of 2, while having a trans-
1134 mission rate orVsynonymouslyVthroughput of 1 bit per
1135 space-time MIMO symbol or per Bchannel-use.[ It was
1136 shown in [4] that orthogonal STBC designs are character-
1137 ized by a full diversity gain of Nt   Nr, which is the maxi-
1138 mum attainable diversity gain. On the other hand, full-rate
1139 orthogonal designs transmitting complex-valued modulat-
1140 ed symbols are not possible for more than two transmit
1141 antennas. More explicitly, orthogonal STBC designs for
1142 Nt > 2 transmit antennas result in a reduction of the
1143 transmission rate per channel use or per MIMO symbol.
1144 Again, the main benefits of orthogonal designs are their
1145 low-complexity decoding associated with the independent
1146 decoding of all the streams, since they do not interfere
1147 with each other and their full diversity gain. An alternative
1148 idea for constructing full-rate STBCs for complex-valued
1149 modulation schemes and more than two antennas was
1150 pursued by Jafarkhani [4], [57]. He relaxed the strict re-
1151 quirement of perfect orthogonality for the diversity com-
1152 ponents and hence sacrificed the decoding simplicity in
1153 favor of achieving a higher throughput. The resultant
1154 STBCs were referred to as quasi-orthogonal STBCs [57].
1155 The family of STBCs may be deemed capable of attain-
1156 ing the same diversity gain as STTCs [54], [58] at a typic-
1157 ally lower decoding complexity, when employing the same
1158 number of transmit antennas. However, a disadvantage of
1159 STBCs when compared to STTCs is that they provide no
1160 coding gain and are less tolerant against ISI [6], [59].
1161 STTCs intricately combine modulation and trellis-coding-
1162 based FEC for reliably transmitting information over mul-
1163 tiple antennas. The main motivation behind combining
1164 modulation with coding is that of intentionally incorpo-
1165 rating specifically constructed redundancy in order to re-
1166 duce the effects of all types of channel impairments and
1167 hence to improve the attainable system performance. An
1168 STTC having Nt transmit antennas is designed by assigning
1169 Nt constellation points to every trellis transition and then
1170 using, for example, the Viterbi algorithm [6] for selecting
1171 the most likely trellis path associated with the most likely
1172 transmitted symbol in order to FEC-decode the received
1173 signal. Again, STTCs are capable of attaining full diversity
1174 and high coding gains at the expense of a potentially higher
1175 decoding complexity than orthogonal STBCs while also
1176 better tolerating the effects of ISI than STBCs [6].
1177 The STBC and STS designs offer at best the same data
1178 rate as an uncoded single-antenna-aided system, but they
1179 provide a better BER performance than the family of SISO
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1180 systems by attaining diversity gains. It was shown in [68]
1181 that Alamouti’s scheme [40] using two transmit and one
1182 receive antennas is the only unity-rate orthogonal STBC
1183 that is capable of approaching the channel’s capacity. In
1184 other words, for all remaining orthogonal STBCs, there is a
1185 loss in the maximum attainable mutual information com-
1186 pared to the MIMO capacity. In contrast to this, several
1187 high-rate space-time transmission schemes having a nor-
1188 malized rate or throughput higher than one have been pro-
1189 posed in the literature. For example, high-rate STCs such as
1190 the so-called linear dispersion codes (LDC), were proposed
1191 by Hassibi and Hochwald [68]. LDCs strike a flexible
1192 tradeoff between achieving space-time coding and spatial
1193 multiplexing gains and may be interpreted as a general class,
1194 subsuming all STBC solutions, as detailed in [3].
1195 Additionally, the concept of combining orthogonal
1196 transmit diversity designs with the principle of SP was in-
1197 troduced by Su et al. [69] in order to maximize the achiev-
1198 able coding advantage, where it was demonstrated that the
1199 proposed SP-aided STBC scheme was capable of outper-
1200 forming the conventional-orthogonal-design-based STBC
1201 schemes of [40] and [41]. A further advance was proposed
1202 in [3], where the SP demapper of [69] was modified for
1203 the sake of accepting the a priori information passed to it
1204 from the channel decoder as extrinsic information.
1205 A common feature of all the above-mentioned schemes
1206 is that they use coherent detection, which assumes the
1207 availability of accurate CSI at the receiver.
4 In practice, the
1208 CSI of each of the ðNt   NrÞ links between each transmit
1209 and each receive antenna pair has to be estimated at the
1210 receiver either blindly or using training symbols. However,
1211 channel estimation invoked for all the ðNt   NrÞ antennas
1212 substantially increases both the cost and complexity of the
1213 transceiver. For example, given a 4-by-4-element MIMO,
1214 16 channels have to be estimated. Furthermore, when the
1215 CSI fluctuates dramatically, the channel’s complex-valued
1216 envelope has to be sampled at an increased rate and hence
1217 an increased number of training symbols has to be
1218 transmitted, potentially resulting in an undesirably high
1219 transmission overhead and wastage of transmission power.
1220 Sophisticated decision-directed CSI estimation techniques
1221 were detailed in substantial depth, for example, in [13,
1222 C h .1 6 ] .H e r ew ef o c u so u ra t t e n t i o no nt h ef a m i l yo f
1223 lower complexity transceiver techniques that do not re-
1224 quire any CSI and thus are capable of mitigating the
1225 complexity of MIMO-channel estimation.
1226 A detection algorithm designed for Alamouti’s scheme
1227 [40] was proposed by Tarokh et al. [62], where the channel
1228 encountered at instantt was estimated using the pair of
1229 symbols detected at instant ðt   1Þ.T h ea l g o r i t h m ,
1230 nonetheless, has to estimate the channel during the very
1231 first instant using training symbols and hence it does not
1232 use a truly differential detector. Tarokh and Jafarkhani
1233 [63], [70] proposed a differential encoding and decoding
1234 algorithm for Alamouti’s scheme [40] using real-valued
1235 phasor constellations and hence the transmitted signal can
1236 be demodulated both with or without CSI at the receiver.
1237 The resultant differential decoding aided noncoherent re-
1238 ceiver performs within 3 dB from the coherent receiver
1239 relying on the idealized simplifying assumption of perfect
1240 channel knowledge at the receiver. The differential
1241 scheme of [63] was restricted to complex-valued PSK
1242 modulation. The twin-antenna-aided differential STBC
1243 scheme of [63] was extended to QAM constellations in [71]
1244 and [72].
1245 DSTBC schemes designed for multiple antennas were
1246 proposed in [67] for real-valued modulation constellations.
1247 As a further advance, Hwang et al. and Nam et al. [71], [76]
1248 developed a DSTBC scheme that supports nonconstant
1249 modulus constellations combined with four transmit an-
1250 tennas. This extension, however, requires the knowledge
1251 of the received power in order to appropriately normalize
1252 the received signal. The received power was estimated
1253 blindly using the received differentially encoded signals
1254 without invoking any channel estimation techniques or
1255 without transmitting any pilot symbols. A further differ-
1256 ential modulation scheme was proposed by Hochwald and
1257 Sweldens [64] for the sake of attaining transmit diversity
1258 based on unitary STCs [81]. The proposed scheme may be
1259 employed in conjunction with an arbitrary number of
1260 transmit antennas. Around the same time, a similar differ-
1261 ential scheme was also proposed by Hughes [65] based on
1262 the employment of group codes.
1263 Zhu et al. [78] proposed a differentially encoded modu-
1264 lation scheme based on quasi-orthogonal STBCs, which
1265 were compared to the scheme of [67] and resulted in an
1266 improved BER as a benefit of providing full diversity. Fur-
1267 thermore, in [3] and [82], a differential encoder and de-
1268 coder pair has been designed for space-time spreading,
1269 which was referred to as DSTS. Additionally, an appealing
1270 quasi-orthogonal STBC was proposed by Song and Burr
1271 [79], which had a low-complexity differential decoding
1272 scheme that avoided any signal constellation expansion. In
1273 [79], a general differential modulation scheme was pre-
1274 sented for both partial-diversity quasi-orthogonal space-
1275 time block codes and for full-diversity quasi-orthogonal
1276 space-time block codes. The differential encoding and de-
1277 coding philosophy was simplified to differential Alamouti
1278 codes by appropriately grouping the signals in the transmit
1279 matrix and then decoupling the detection of data symbols.
1280 The major contributions on the family of spatial diversity
1281 techniques are summarized in Tables 6 and 7.
1282 The DSTS scheme of [3] and [82] was proposed as a
1283 noncoherent scheme for eliminating the potentially
1284 excessive complexity of MIMO channel estimation re-
1285 quired by the coherent STS scheme of [56]. In order to
1286 study the effects of channel estimation errors on the per-
1287 formance of the coherently detected STS signals, the
1288 channel information at the receiver side was contaminated
4The authors are grateful to the anonymous reviewer for his
suggestion to include further discussions on the role of CSI in the context
of MIMOs.
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1289 with noise. AWGN was imposed on the channel informa-
1290 tion at the receiver side to model the effect of errors that
1291 may occur due to the channel estimation. Although the
1292 channel estimation error typically does not obey a
1293 Gaussian distribution, this simplified investigation gives
1294 an insight concerning the effects of channel estimation
1295 errors on the system performance degradation of coherent
1296 systems. Fig. 8 compares the BER performance of the
1297 DSTS and STS schemes, while using two transmit
1298 antennas, one receive antenna, BPSK modulation, a
Table 6 Major Spatial Diversity Techniques (Part 1)
Table 7 Major Spatial Diversity Techniques (Part 2)
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1299 spreading factor of four, and a single user. Coherent sys-
1300 tems assuming perfect channel knowledge at the receiver
1301 outperform their differentially encoded, noncoherently
1302 detected counterpart by about 3 dB. However, when the
1303 CSI used by the coherent STS scheme is contaminated, the
1304 STS scheme’s BER performance degrades, as shown in
1305 Fig. 8. More quantitatively, Fig. 8 shows that when the
1306 power of the modeled channel estimation error imposed
1307 on the CSI is increased and hence the corresponding CSI
1308 SNR is 20 dB or less, the performance of the coherent STS
1309 scheme tends to exhibit an error floor and as a result, its
1310 BER curve crosses the BER curve of the DSTS scheme.
1311 Beyond this crossover point the DSTS outperforms the STS
1312 despite its substantially lower complexity. Therefore, the
1313 differential MIMO schemes constitute a convenient and
1314 low-complexity design alternative to the coherent MIMO
1315 schemes, since the differential schemes eliminate the
1316 complexity of channel estimation and also resultin a better
1317 performance when the channel estimation error is high.
1318 2) Multiplexing Techniques: STBCs and STTCs are capa-
1319 ble of providing diversity gains for the sake of improving
1320 the achievable system performance. However, this BER
1321 performanceimprovementis often achieved atthe expense
1322 of an effective throughput loss compared to SISO systems.
1323 As a design alternative, a specific class of MIMO systems
1324 was designed for improving the attainable bandwidth
1325 efficiency or throughput of the system by transmitting the
1326 signals independently from each of the transmit antennas,
1327 hence resulting in a multiplexing gain.
1328 The basic principle of spatial multiplexing can be sum-
1329 m a r i z e da sf o l l o w s .A ss h o w ni nF i g .9 ,t h es o u r c es y m b o l
1330 sequence at the transmitter side is split into Nt sequences,
1331 which are transmitted simultaneously from the Nt transmit
1332 antennas using the same carrier frequency. At the receiver
1333 side, IC is employed in order to separate the different
1334 transmitted signals. In the case of narrowband frequency
1335 flat fading, there are several decoding algorithms designed
1336 for IC at the receiver side of spatial multiplexing aided
1337 systems. The different receivers can be characterized by a
1338 tradeoff between the achievable performance and the
1339 complexity imposed. A low-complexity receiver is consti-
1340 tuted by the ZF or the minimum mean square error
1341 (MMSE) technique [83], [84]. However, when we employ
1342 the ZF receiver, the attainable BER performance is ty-
1343 pically poor in addition to imposing the condition that the
1344 number of receive antennas should be at least equal to the
1345 number of transmit antennas. The optimum ML receiver
1346 [39] is capable of achieving full diversity gain, i.e., the
1347 same diversity order as the number of receive antennas.
1348 However, a major drawback of the ML receiver is that its
1349 complexity increases exponentially with the number of
1350 transmit antennas and the number of bits per symbol em-
1351 ployed by the modulation scheme. Fortunately, the com-
1352 plexity of the ML decoders can be reduced by employing
1353 sphere decoders proposed by Viterbo and Boutros [85],
1354 Damen et al. [86], and Agrell et al. [87] that are capable of
1355 achieving a similar performance to the ML decoders at a
1356 fraction of their complexity.
1357 Foschini [42] proposed a multilayer MIMO struc-
1358 ture known as the diagonal Bell Labs layered space-time
1359 (D-BLAST) scheme,
5 which is in principle capable of ap-
1360 proaching the capacity of MIMO systems. As a potentially
1361 lower complexity solution, Wolniansky et al. proposed
1362 the so-called vertical BLAST (V-BLAST) scheme [88],
1363 whereVagainVeach transmit antenna simultaneously
1364 transmits independent data over the same carrier fre-
1365 quency band. At the receiver side, provided that the
1366 n u m b e ro fr e c e i v ea n t e n n a si sh i g h e rt h a no re q u a lt ot h e
1367 number of transmit antennas, a low complexity single-
1368 stream decoding algorithm may be applied to detect the
1369 transmitted data rather than having to detect the
1370 combined multistream symbols jointly. These spatial
1371 multiplexing-oriented BLAST transceivers are capable of
1372 providingasubstantialincreaseinaspecificuser’seffective
Fig. 9. Block diagram of a multiplexing MIMO scheme.
5The diagonal approach implies that the signal mapped to the
consecutive antenna elements is delayed in time, which has the potential
of subjecting the delayed signal components of a space-time symbol to less
correlated fading, hence leading to an increased diversity gain.
Fig. 8. Comparison of the BER performance of coherent and
differentially encoded noncoherent space-time spreading, while using
aBPSKmodulatedsignal,twotransmitantennas,onereceiveantenna,
a spreading factor of four for supporting a single user. The CSI in the
coherent STS is contaminated with AWGN in order to compare the
performance, when there is a channel estimation error.
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1373 bit rate without increasing either their transmit power or
1374 transmissionbandwidth.However,alimitationofBLASTis
1375 that it was not designed for exploiting transmit diversity.
1376 Diverse multistream detectors having various pros and
1377 cons may be employed for detecting the BLAST signal [13],
1378 some of which will be further detailed below. The con-
1379 ceptually simple, but implementationally complex ML de-
1380 tector of an M-ary modulation scheme has to evaluate all
1381 the MNt legitimate decision candidates and hence its com-
1382 plexity increases exponentially with Nt [13]. As reduced-
1383 complexity detectors, both the family of successive and
1384 parallel IC schemes to be detailed further below may be
1385 employed. However, the decision errors of a particular
1386 antenna’s single-stream IC-aided detector may propagate
1387 to other bits of the multiple-antenna symbol, when erro-
1388 neously canceling the effects of the sliced and remodulated
1389 bits from the composite multistream signal. In order to
1390 circumvent this potential error propagation, the successive
1391 IC-based V-BLAST detector first aims for selecting that
1392 particular layer
6 which has the highest SNR and estimates
1393 the transmitted bits of this highest quality layer while
1394 treating the other layers as interference. The detected
1395 symbol is then remodulated and its contribution is sub-
1396 tracted from the received multistream signal. Then the
1397 l a y e rh a v i n gt h es e c o n d - h i g h e s tS N Ri ss e l e c t e df o rd e c o d -
1398 ing. The procedure is repeated for all the layers. The BER
1399 performance of each layer is different and it depends on
1400 the received SNR of each layer. The first decoded layer has
1401 the highest SNR and it is also immune to error propa-
1402 gation, while the layers detected later potentially benefit
1403 from a higher diversity gain as well as from a reduced
1404 interantenna interference.
1405 The BLAST detection algorithm is based on SIC [13],
1406 [95], which was originally proposed for multiuser detec-
1407 tion in CDMA systems [96]. Several BLAST detectors have
1408 been proposed in the literature for either reducing the
1409 complexity [97]–[102] or for improving the attainable BER
1410 performance [92], [103]–[107]. An alternative design
1411 approach contrived for spatial multiplexing using less
1412 receive antennas than transmit antennas was proposed by
1413 Elkhazin et al. [108] based on group MAP detection. In
1414 [91] and [109], a spatial multiplexing scheme referred to as
1415 Turbo-BLAST was proposed by Sellathurai and Haykin,
1416 which uses quasi-random interleaving in conjunction with
1417 an iterative receiver structure in order to separate the
1418 individual layers. The major spatial multiplexing techni-
1419 ques are summarized in Table 8.
1420 3) Beamforming Techniques: According to Sections IV-A1
1421 and IV-A2, it becomes clear that multiple antennas can be
1422 used for the sake of attaining either spatial diversity or
1423 spatial multiplexing gains. However, multiple antennas
1424 can also be used in order to improve the SNR achieved at
1425 the receiver or the SINR in a multiuser scenario. This can
1426 be achieved by employing beamforming techniques [110],
1427 [111]. Beamforming constitutes an effective technique of
1428 reducing the multiple-access interference where the
1429 antenna gain is increased in the direction of the desired
1430 user while reducing the gain towards the interfering users,
1431 a ss h o w ni nF i g .1 0 .
1432 In a wireless communications scenario the transmitted
1433 signals propagate via several paths and hence are received
1434 from different directions/phases at the receiver. If the
1435 directions of arrival for the different propagation paths are
1436 known at the transmitter or the receiver, then beamform-
1437 ing techniques can be employed in order to focus the
1438 received beam pattern in the direction of the specified
1439 antenna or user [112], [113]. Hence, significant SNR gains
6A Blayer[ in the case of the V-BLAST transceiver corresponds to each
of the stream of a specific transmit antenna.
Table 8 Major Spatial Multiplexing Techniques
Fig. 10. Beamforming system model.
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1440 can be achieved in comparison to a SISO. At the trans-
1441 mitter side, when the DOA of the dominant paths at the
1442 receiver is known for the transmitter, then the transmit
1443 power is concentrated in the direction of the target user,
1444 where less power is wasted in the other directions.
1445 On the other hand, beamforming can also be used in
1446 order to reduce the cochannel interference or multiuser
1447 interference. When using beamforming, each user adjusts
1448 his/her beam pattern to ensure that there are nulls in the
1449 directions of the other users, while there is a high direc-
1450 tivity in the direction of the desired receiver [110], [114].
1451 Hence, the system attains an SINR gain.
1452 4) Multifunctional MIMO Techniques: The MIMO
1453 schemes discussed in the previous sections are Buni-
1454 functional,[ in other words they can attain either diversity
1455 gain, multiplexing gain or beamforming gain. By contrast,
1456 a multifunctional MIMO scheme may attain a combination
1457 of the three gains, as shown in Fig. 11. V-BLAST is capable
1458 of achieving full multiplexing gain, while STBC may
1459 achieve full antenna diversity gain. Hence, it was proposed
1460 by Tarokh et al. [115] to combine these two techniques to
1461 provide both antenna diversity and spectral efficiency
1462 gains. More specifically, it was proposed that the antennas
1463 at the transmitter be partitioned into layers, where each
1464 l a y e ru s e sS T B C .A tt h er e c e i v e rs i d e ,s u c c e s s i v eg r o u pI C
1465 w a sa p p l i e dt oe a c hl a y e rb e f o r ed e c o d i n gt h es i g n a l su s i n g
1466 the STBC decoder of [40]. Therefore, by combining
1467 V-BLAST and STBC, an improved transmit diversity gain
1468 c a nb ea c h i e v e da sc o m p a r e dt op u r eV - B L A S T ,w h i l ee n -
1469 suring that the overall bandwidth efficiency is higher than
1470 that of pure STBC due to the independence of the signals
1471 transmitted bythe differentSTBC layers. Furthermore, the
1472 combined array processing proposed in [115] was im-
1473 proved in [116] by Tao and Cheng by optimizing the de-
1474 coding order of the different antenna layers. An iterative
1475 decoding algorithm was also proposed in [116] that results
1476 inafullreceivediversitygainforthecombinedSTBC-aided
1477 V-BLAST system.
1478 In [120], Onggosanusi et al. presented a transmission
1479 scheme referred to as D-STTD, which consists of two
1480 STBC layers at the transmitter that is equipped with four
1481 transmit antennas, while the receiver is equipped with
1482 two antennas. The decoding of D-STTD presented in [120]
1483 is based on the linear decoding scheme presented by
1484 Naguib et al. [131], where the authors provided a broad
1485 overview of space-time coding and signal processing de-
1486 signed for high data rate wireless communications. Addi-
1487 tionally, a two-user scheme was presented in [131], where
1488 each user is equipped with a twin-antenna-aided STBC
1489 arrangement, transmitting at the same carrier frequency
1490 and in the same time slot. A two-antenna-aided receiver
1491 was implemented for the sake of decoding the two users’
1492 data, while eliminating the interference imposed by the
1493 users on each others’ data. An extension to the idea of
1494 combining IC with STBC techniques was presented by
1495 Huang et al. [118], [122], where the STBC and IC arrange-
1496 ments were combined with CDMA for the sake of in-
1497 creasing the number of users supported by the system. A
1498 ZF decoder designed for the D-STTD scheme was pre-
1499 sented by Lee et al. [ 1 2 7 ]f o rt h es a k eo fr e d u c i n gt h e
1500 decoding complexity. Finally, Stamoulis et al. [119] and
1501 Al-Dhahir et al. [132] presented further results that
1502 compare the performance of STBC versus D-STTD while
1503 extending the applicability of the D-STTD scheme to more
1504 than two STBC layers.
1505 Furthermore, in order to achieve additional perfor-
1506 mance gains, beamforming has been combined both with
1507 spatial diversity as well as spatial multiplexing techniques.
1508 STBC has been combined with beamforming in order to
1509 attain an angular selectivity-induced SNR gain in addition
1510 to diversity gain [121], [124], [125], [133]–[135]. In [121],
1511 Jongren et al. combined classic transmit beamforming with
1512 STBC assuming that the transmitter has knowledge of the
1513 channel’senvelope and derived aperformance criterion for
1514 a frequency-flat independently fading channel. Further-
1515 more, in[125],the performanceofcombinedbeamforming
1516 and STBC has been analyzed by Zhu and Lim when using
1517 either a single or a pair of beamforming antenna arrays and
1518 studied the effect of the DOA on the attainable system
1519 performance. Finally, spatial multiplexing techniques
1520 have been combined with beamforming techniques by
1521 Nabar et al. [136], Hong et al. [ 1 3 7 ]a sw e l la sK i ma n d
1522 Chun [138]. The major contributions on multifunctional
1523 MIMO techniques are summarized in Tables 9 and 10.
1524 In [130], a tri-functional MIMO scheme referred to as
1525 LSSTC was proposed that combines the benefits of STBC,
1526 V-BLAST, and beamforming. Thus, the LSSTC system
1527 benefits from the multiplexing gain of V-BLAST, from the
1528 diversity gain of STBCs, and from the angular selectivity-
1529 related SNR gain of the beamformer.
1530 A block diagram of the proposed LSSTC scheme is il-
1531 lustrated in Fig. 12. The system’s architecture is portrayed
Fig. 11. Block diagram of a multifunctional MIMO scheme benefiting
from diversity, multiplexing as well as beamforming gains.
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1532 in Fig. 12, which hasNt transmit antenna arrays (AAs)
1533 spaced sufficiently far apart in order to experience in-
1534 dependent fading and hence to achieve transmit diversity.
1535 The LAA number of elements of each of the AAs are spaced
1536 atadistanceof =2forthesakeofachievingabeamforming
1537 gain. Furthermore, the receiver is equipped with Nr U Nt
1538 antennas. According to Fig. 12, a block of B input infor-
1539 mation symbols is serial-to-parallel converted to K groups
1540 of symbol streams of length B1;B2;   ;BK,w h e r eB1 þ
1541 B2 þ   þBK ¼ B.E a c hg r o u po fBk symbols, k 2½ 1;K ,i s
1542 then encoded by a constituent STCk associated with mk
1543 transmit AAs, where we have m1 þ m2 þ   þmK ¼ Nt.
1544 The LAA-dimensional spatio-temporal vector of CIRs
1545 spanning from the mth transmitter AA, m 2½ 1;   ;Nt ,t o
1546 the nth receiver antenna, n 2½ 1;   ;Nr , can be expressed
1547 as hnmðtÞ¼anmðtÞ ðt    kÞ,w h e r e k is the signal’s delay
1548 and anmðtÞ is the CIR of the mnth link between the mth AA
1549 and the nth receive antenna. Based on the assumption that
1550 the array elements are separated by half a wavelength, we
1551 have anmðtÞ¼ nmðtÞ dnm,w h e r e nmðtÞ is a Rayleigh
1552 faded envelope and dnm is an LAA-dimensional vector,
1553 whose elements are based on the received signal’s DOA. As
1554 for the AA-specific DOA, we consider a scenario where the
1555 distance between the transmitter and the receiver is signi-
1556 ficantly higher than that between the AAs and thus we can
1557 assume that the signals arrive at the different AAs in
1558 parallel, i.e., that the DOA at the different AAs is the same.
1559 In this scenario, the MRC-criterion-based transmit
Table 9 Major Multifunctional MIMO Techniques (Part 1)
Table 10 Major Multifunctional MIMO Techniques (Part 2)
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1560 beamformer, which constitutes an effective solution for
1561 maximizing the angular-selectivity-induced antenna gain is
1562 the optimum beamformer.
1563 The receiver may invoke a variety of detection tech-
1564 niques [12], such as for example the group successive in-
1565 terference cancellation (GSIC) based on the ZF algorithm
1566 [115]. Tarokh et al. suggested that the most beneficial de-
1567 coding order of the STC layers is determined on the basis
1568 of detecting the highest power layer first for the sake of a
1569 high correct detection probability. For simplicity, let us
1570 highlight the operation of the GSIC for the simple case of
1571 K ¼ 2 STBC layers, where the highest power layer 1 is
1572 d e t e c t e df i r s t .T h i sa l l o w su st oe l i m i n a t et h ei n t e r f e r e n c e
1573 caused by the signal of layer 2. However, the proposed
1574 concept is applicable to arbitrary STCs and to an arbitrary
1575 number of layers K. For this reason, the decoder of layer 1
1576 has to compute a matrix Q,s ot h a tw eh a v eQ   b H2 ¼ 0,
1577 where b H2 represents the channel matrix of the second
1578 STBC layer whose nmth element is  nm. Therefore, the
1579 decoder computes an orthonormal basis for the left null
1580 space of b H2 and assigns the vectors of the basis to the rows
1581 of Q.M u l t i p l y i n gQ by the received signal matrix Y sup-
1582 presses the interference of layer 2 originally imposed on
1583 layer 1 and generates a signal, which can be detected using
1584 the STBC decoding of [40]. Then, the decoder subtracts
1585 the remodulated contribution of the decoded symbols of
1586 layer 1 from the composite twin-layer received signal Y.
1587 Finally, the decoder applies direct STBC decoding to the
1588 second layer, since the interference imposed by the first
1589 layer has been eliminated. This group-IC procedure can be
1590 generalized to arbitrary Nt and K values.
1591 The LSSTC scheme combines the benefits of V-BLAST,
1592 STBC and beamforming and hence is characterized by a
1593 diversity gain, a multiplexing gain as well as a beamform-
1594 ing gain. However, a drawback of the LSSTC scheme is the
1595 fact that the number of receive antennas Nr should be at
1596 least equal to the number of transmit antennas Nt.T h i s
1597 condition is not very practical for employment in shirt-
1598 pocket sized MSs that are limited in size and complexity,
1599 but it may be readily applied in a scenario where two BSs
1600 cooperate or a BS is communicating with a MIMO-aided
1601 laptop. Therefore, in order to facilitate communications
1602 between a BS and a MS accommodating less antennas than
1603 the transmitting BS, powerful nonlinear receivers such as
1604 radial basis function (RBF)-aided detectors [11], GA-assisted
1605 schemes [5] or SD [95] can be employed in order to allow
1606 rank-deficient systems employing less receive antennas than
1607 transmit antennas. Nonetheless, the intelligent linear
1608 receiver proposed by Onggosanusi [120] can also be used
1609 for a DL system employing four transmit and two receive
1610 antennas. Additionally, in order to allow the multifunctional
1611 MIMO to accommodate multiple users, STS can be
1612 employed in the different antenna layers. Furthermore,
1613 frequencydiversitycanbeachievedbytheLSSTCschemeby
1614 employing the generalized Multicarrier direct sequence
1615 code-division multiple-access (MC DS-CDMA) scheme of
1616 [139]. The resultant multifunctional MIMO is referred to as
1617 LSSTS.
Fig. 12. Layered steered STC system block diagram.
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1618 A block diagram of the LSSTS scheme is shown in
1619 Fig. 13, which combines the benefits of V-BLAST, STS, and
1620 beamforming with generalized MC DS-CDMA [139] for
1621 the sake of achieving a multiplexing gain, a spatial and
1622 frequency diversity gain as well as a beamforming gain.
1623 The LSSTS scheme described in this section is capable of
1624 supporting K users differentiated by the user-specific
1625 spreading codes   ck,w h e r ek 2½ 1;K . We consider the sce-
1626 nario of K ¼ 32 users, Nt ¼ 4 transmit antennas and
1627 Nr ¼ 2 receive antennas and employs a linear receiver to
1628 decode the received signal.
1629 The system architecture portrayed in Fig. 13 for the
1630 LSSTS scheme is equipped with Nt ¼ 4t r a n s m i tA A s
1631 spaced sufficiently far apart in order to experience inde-
1632 pendent fading. The LAA number of elements of each of the
1633 AAs are spaced at a distance of  =2 for the sake of achiev-
1634 i n gb e a m f o r m i n g .A d d i t i o n a l l y ,i nt h eg e n e r a l i z e dM CD S -
1635 CDMA system considered, the subcarrier frequencies are
1636 appropriately arranged to guarantee that the same STS
1637 signal is spread to and hence transmitted by the specific V
1638 number of subcarriers having the maximum possible fre-
1639 quency separation, so that they experience independent
1640 fading and hence achieve the maximum attainable fre-
1641 quency diversity order.
1642 The LSSTS system considered here employs the gene-
1643 ralizedMCDS-CDMAschemeof[139]usingUV numberof
1644 subcarriers. The transmitter schematic of the kth user is
1645 showninFig.13,whereablockofUNt datasymbolsxisS/P
1646 converted to U parallel subblocks. Afterwards, each set of
1647 Nt s y m b o l si sS / Pc o n v e r t e dt oG ¼ 2 groups, where each
1648 group is encoded using the Ntg ¼ 2 antenna-aided STS
1649 procedure of [56], where the transmitted signal is spread to
1650 Ntg transmit antennas with the aid of the orthogonal
1651 spreading codes of f  ck;1;  ck;2;   ;  ck;Ntgg, k ¼ 1;2;...;K.
1652 The spreading codes   ck;1 and   ck;2 are generated from the
1653 same user-specific spreading code   ck as in [56]. The dis-
1654 crete symboldurationofthe orthogonal STS codesis NtgNe,
1655 where Ne represents the kth user’s TD spreading factor.
Fig. 13. The kth user’s LSSTS-aided generalized MC DS-CDMA transmitter model.
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1656 The UNt outputs of the UG number of STS blocks
1657 modulate a group of subcarrier frequencies ffu;1;fu;2;...;
1658 fu;Vg. Since each of theU subblocks is spread to and hence
1659 conveyed with the aid of V subcarriers, a total of UV num-
1660 ber of subcarriers are required in the MC DS-CDMA
1661 system considered. The UV number of subcarrier signals
1662 are superimposed on each other in order to form the
1663 complex-valued modulated signal for transmission. Fi-
1664 nally, according to the kth user’s channel information, the
1665 UVNt signals of the kth user are weighted by the transmit
1666 weight vector wðkÞ
uv;n determined for the uvth subcarrier of
1667 the kth user, which is generated for the nth AA. Assuming
1668 that the system employs a modulation scheme transmitting
1669 D bits per symbol, then the bandwidth efficiency of the
1670 LSSTS-aided generalized MC DS-CDMA system is given by
1671 2UD bits per channel use.
1672 The uvth CIR considered in the case of LSSTS is the
1673 same as that considered in the previous section for LSSTC.
1674 Assuming that the K users’ data are transmitted synchro-
1675 nously over a dispersive Rayleigh fading channel, decoding
1676 is carried out in two stepsVfirst SIC is performed ac-
1677 cording to [120], followed by the STS decoding procedure
1678 of [56].
1679 Finally, after combining the k ¼ 1st user’s identical
1680 replicas of the same signal transmitted by spreading over V
1681 number of subcarriers, the decision variables correspond-
1682 ing to the symbols transmitted in theuth subblock can be
1683 expressed as e x1;u ¼
PV
v¼1e x1;uv. Therefore, the decoded
1684 signal has a diversity order of 2V. More explicitly, second-
1685 order spatial diversity is attained from the STS operation
1686 and a diversity order of V is achieved as a benefit of
1687 spreading by the generalized MC DS-CDMA scheme,
1688 where again the subcarrier frequencies are appropriately
1689 arranged to ensure that the same STS signal is spread to
1690 and hence transmitted by the specific V number of sub-
1691 carriers having the maximum possible frequency separa-
1692 tion, so that they experience as independent fading as
1693 possible.
1694 Fig. 14 compares the attainable BER performance of
1695 LSSTS assisted generalized MC DS-CDMA to that of the
1696 LSSTC scheme, noting that the former is capable of sup-
1697 p o r t i n gm u l t i p l eu s e r s .T h ef i g u r ea l s os h o w st h eB E R
1698 performance of both the twin-antenna-aided STS and of
1699 the SISO benchmark systems. The LSSTS scheme employs
1700 four transmit AAs and two receive antennas, while the
1701 LSSTC scheme of Fig. 14 employs four transmit AAs and
1702 four receive antennas. Observe in Fig. 14 that the BER
1703 performance of the LSSTS scheme is identical to that of the
1704 twin-antenna-aided STS scheme, when a single subcarrier
1705 is used. This means that the LSSTS scheme attains a spatial
1706 diversity order of 2, while achieving a multiplexing gain
1707 that is twice that of a twin-antenna-aided STS scheme.
1708 Additionally, as shown in Fig. 14, increasing the number of
1709 subcarriers V improves the attainable BER performance for
1710 t h eL S S T Ss c h e m e .H e n c e ,t h eL S S T Ss c h e m ei sa l s o
1711 capable of attaining frequency diversity gain. On the other
1712 hand, comparing the BER performance of the LSSTS
1713 scheme employing V ¼ 1 subcarrier to that of the LSSTC
1714 scheme shows that the LSSTC scheme attains a better BER
1715 performance. Thisisdue tothe factthatthe LSSTC scheme
1716 employs more receive antennas than the LSSTS scheme
1717 andhencetheformeriscapableofattainingahigherspatial
1718 diversity gain. Finally, Fig. 14 shows the beamforming gain
1719 attained by the LSSTC scheme when the number of
1720 elements LAA per AA is increased from V ¼ 1t o4 .
1721 B. Distributed MIMO Techniques
1722 Wireless channels suffer from multipath propagation of
1723 the signals that results in channel fading. Employing mul-
1724 tiple transmit antennas is a beneficial method that can be
1725 used for counteracting the effects of the channel fading by
1726 providing diversity gains, provided that the different an-
1727 tennas experience independent fading. Transmit diversity
1728 results in a significantly improved BER performance when
1729 the different transmit antennas are spatially separated to
1730 ensure that the paths arriving from each transmit antenna
1731 to the destination experience independent fading. This can
1732 be achieved by having a sufficiently high distance between
1733 the different antennas. This antenna separation has to be
1734 significantly higher than the carrier’s wavelength. How-
1735 ever, considering a handheld mobile phone, it is not a
1736 feasible option to position the transmit antennas far
1737 enough in order to achieve independent fading. On the
1738 other hand, the spatial fading correlation imposed by the
1739 insufficiently high antenna spacing at the transmitter or
1740 receiver of a MIMO system results in a degradation of both
1741 the achievable capacity and the BER performance of
1742 MIMO systems. The problem of receiving correlated sig-
1743 nals can be circumvented by introducing a new class of
1744 MIMOs also referred to as distributed MIMOs, which are
Fig. 14. BER performance comparison of the SISO, STBC, LSSTC,
and LSSTS schemes, while communicating over a correlated
Rayleigh fading channel associated with a normalized Doppler
frequency of fd ¼ 0:01.
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1745 applied in the context of cooperative communications
1746 [43], [44], as shown in Fig. 15.
1747 The basic philosophy of cooperative communications
1748 can be traced back to the idea of the classic relay channel,
1749 which was introduced in 1971 by Van der Meulen [140].
1750 Cover and El Gamal characterized the relay channel from
1751 an information theoretic point of view in [141]. The relay
1752 model is composed of three components: a source trans-
1753 mitting data, a destination directly receiving the data from
1754 the source, and a relay receiving the data from the source,
1755 which is then either amplified or decoded and re-encoded
1756 before its retransmission to the destination. Cooperative
1757 communications may be interpreted as a generalization of
1758 the now classic concept of the relay channel, where the
1759 source and the relay transmit their own data as well as
1760 other subscribers’ data, which results in receiving multiple
1761 copies of the same dataVboth directly from the source as
1762 well as indirectly from the relays. Hence, the system
1763 benefits from a spatial diversity gain and eventually from
1764 an improved BER performance for both of the cooperating
1765 users. Cooperative techniques exploit the fact that the
1766 signal transmitted from a specific user to a specific desti-
1767 nation can be Boverheard[ by neighboring users. These
1768 users can process the signal they happen to have overheard
1769 without compromising the security of the data and then
1770 transmit the processed data to the destination.
1771 In [143], Sendonaris et al. generalized the relay model
1772 t om u l t i p l en o d e st h a tt r a n s m i tt h e i ro w nd a t aa sw e l la s
1773 serve as relays for each other. The scheme proposed in
1774 [143] was referred to as Buser cooperation diversity,[
1775 where the authors examined the achievable rate/
1776 throughput regions and outage probabilities for this parti-
1777 cular scheme. In [43] and [44], Sendonaris et al. presented
1778 a simple user-cooperation methodology based on a DF
1779 signaling scheme using CDMA. The orthogonality of the
1780 different spreading codes of the different users makes it
1781 possible for the intended receiver to distinguish between
1782 the information transmitted from different cooperating
1783 users. In [144], Laneman et al. reported the gains achieved
1784 in terms of an improved data rate and reduced sensitivity
1785 to channel variations, where it was concluded that coope-
1786 ration effectively mimics a multiple-antenna-aided distrib-
1787 uted MIMO scenario with the aid of single-antenna
1788 terminals. Dohler et al. [146] introduced the concept of
1789 VAA that emulates Alamouti’s STBC for single-antenna-
1790 aided cooperating users. Space-time-coded cooperative
1791 diversity protocols designed for exploiting spatial diversity
1792 in a cooperative scenario were proposed by Laneman and
1793 Wornell in [147]. In [147], a space-time-coded cooperative
1794 diversity design was proposed, where a source transmits its
1795 signal to its destination and many relays receive the trans-
1796 mission. Those terminals that can fully decode the trans-
1797 mission utilize an STC to cooperatively relay the data to
1798 the destination.
1799 Cooperative communications has been shown to offer
1800 significant performance gains in terms of various perfor-
1801 mance metrics including diversity gains [147], [150], [170]
1802 as well as multiplexing gains, as advocated by Azarian et al.
1803 [154]. Again, diverse techniques have been proposed in the
1804 literature for achieving a cooperation-aided diversity gain
1805 including the compress-and-forward (CF) [141], DF [141],
1806 [171], AF [144] as well as coded cooperation schemes
1807 [145], [158]. These techniques may employ different
1808 algorithms for relaying the data, but the following general
1809 two-phase procedure is used in all practical cases. More
1810 explicitly, during the first phase of cooperation each user
1811 transmits his/her own data both to the destination as well
1812 as to the cooperating users. Then during the second phase
1813 of cooperation, the users cooperate by relaying the signal
1814 received during the first phase of cooperation. The con-
1815 venience of this two-phase cooperative procedure is that
1816 the relays do not have to transmit and receive simulta-
1817 neously, which has to be avoided in the interest of cir-
1818 cumventing the contamination of the low-power signal
1819 (say  100 dBm) received from the remote source by the
1820 high-power (say þ10 dBm) transmitted signal’s leakage
1821 into the receiver. This potential leakage could readily de-
1822 sensitize the receiver’s automatic gain control (AGC) and
1823 hence the desired signal might be deemed to be noise/
1824 interference, which would preclude its detection. Further-
1825 more, the destination receives from the source during the
1826 broadcast phase and from the relays during the cooperative
1827 phase, i.e., in different time slots, hence the two replicas of
1828 t h es o u r c es i g n a ld on o ti n t e r f e r ew i t he a c ho t h e ra tt h e
1829 destination and may be efficiently combined in the interest
1830 of maximizing the attainable diversity gain. However, we
1831 emphasize that this two-phase philosophy is reminiscent of
1832 the two-slot transmission regime of an STBC and hence it
1833 halves the achievable throughput. Hence, it is an attractive
1834 research topic to design powerful so-called echo cancelers,
1835 which are capable of canceling the effects of the above-
1836 mentioned high-power transmitted signals contaminating
1837 the low-power received signalsVhence potentially elimi-
1838 nating the factor-two throughput reduction.
1839 Again, both the DF as well as the CF principles were
1840 proposed in [141]. The fundamental difference between
1841 these two strategies is whether the relay decodes the
1842 relayed signal, before it is forwarded to the destination. In
1843 the CF relaying strategy, the relay sends a Wyner–Ziv
Fig. 15. System model of a two-user distributed MIMO scheme.
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1844 compressed version of the signal received during the first
1845 phase of cooperation to the receiver. This technique strikes
1846 a balance between the regenerative and nonregenerative
1847 methods, where thereceived signal may be demodulated to
1848 regenerate the transmitted nonbinary symbols instead of
1849 being also channel decoded to bits and then the symbols
1850 may be subjected to lossless data compression.
1851 In the DF signaling scheme the relay decodes the co-
1852 operating partners’ signals and then re-encodes the
1853 detected bits before their retransmission [171]. The desti-
1854 nation combines the signal received from both the source
1855 as well as from the relay, hence creating spatial diversity.
1856 An ingenious low-complexity DF signaling strategy can be
1857 found in [43] and [44], where two users were paired to
1858 cooperate with each other using CDMA. Each signaling
1859 period is divided into three time slots, where in the first
1860 and second time slots each user transmits his/her own
1861 data. Each user’s data are broadcast and hence can be de-
1862 tected by the other user. In the second time slot, each user
1863 detects the other user’s data. In the third time slot, both
1864 users transmit a linear combination of their own second-
1865 time-slot data and the partners’ second-time-slot data,
1866 each multiplied by the appropriate spreading code. Addi-
1867 tionally, a prerequisite for this regaim’s operation is that
1868 the destination has acquired the knowledge of the CIR of
1869 the IUC for the sake of optimal decoding [171].
1870 In order to circumvent the notorious problem of error
1871 propagation, a channel-quality-based relay-activation DF
1872 technique wasproposed by Laneman et al. [150],wherethe
1873 relay detects the signal received from the source and only
1874 forwards it to the destination when the instantaneous SNR
1875 of the IUC guarantees its reliable exploitation. Otherwise,
1876 the source continues its direct transmission to the desti-
1877 nation in the form of repetition coding or automatic repeat
1878 request techniques potentially combined with more
1879 powerful FEC codes [171]. If the IUC’s SNR falls below a
1880 given channel-quality threshold, the relay may transmit
1881 the signal it received from the source using either AF or
1882 DF, in order to attain a diversity gain.
1883 Another signaling strategy is referred to as incremental
1884 relaying [150], which may be viewed as an extended form
1885 of transmitting incremental redundancy or that of invok-
1886 ing HARQ. In this scenario, the relay retransmits its
1887 contribution, if the destination provides a negative ack-
1888 nowledgment in an attempt to attain a diversity gain.
1889 As a further advance, it was shown in [172] that DF
1890 relaying is more beneficial when the relay roams close to
1891 the source, because the probability of avalanche-like error
1892 propagation is reduced. By contrast, Kramer et al. also
1893 argue that the employment of CF relaying is beneficial
1894 when the relay roams close to the destination. It is also
1895 plausible that AF relaying does not inflict error propaga-
1896 tion since no decisions are invoked at the relay. However,
1897 it is unable to improve the SNR, since the signal and noise
1898 are inseparable and hence they are jointly amplified.
1899 Nonetheless, the employment of AF relaying is realistic for
1900 i n d u s t r y - w i d er o l l o u ta tt h et i m eo fw r i t i n go w i n gt oi t s
1901 low complexity, while DF relaying has numerous open
1902 problems that have to be solved before its widespread
1903 employment.
1904 In [173], the attainable capacity gains of both trans-
1905 mitter and receiver cooperation were compared in a relay-
1906 aided network relying on cooperating nodes in each other’s
1907 vicinity. When all nodes have the same average transmit
1908 power and perfect CSI, Ng and Goldsmith demonstrated
1909 that transmitter cooperation outperforms receiver coop-
1910 eration. By contrast, when the total transmit power was
1911 assumed to be optimally shared across the cooperating
1912 nodes and only the received signal’s phase but not its
1913 magnitude was deemed to be known at the receiver, then
1914 receiver cooperation was shown to be more beneficial.
1915 Ng and Goldsmith also emphasized the plausible fact that
1916 access to accurate CSI was essential in transmitter coope-
1917 ration, while optimal power allocation was vital for reliable
1918 receiver cooperation.
1919 Again, in the context of the AF signaling strategy [144],
1920 the relay simply amplifies the noise-contaminated received
1921 signal without improving its SNR and retransmits it to the
1922 destination. The destination then combines the informa-
1923 tion directly received from the source as well as from the
1924 relay and makes a final decision on the transmitted bits
1925 [171]. The benefit of this is that although the relay ampli-
1926 fies the noise in addition to amplifying the desired signal,
1927 the destination still observes two independently faded
1928 versions of the signal, thus benefiting from a diversity gain
1929 as compared to noncooperative schemes.
1930 AF wasfirst proposed and analyzed byLaneman etal. in
1931 [144], where the authors have shown that in the case of
1932 two-user cooperation, AF is capable of achieving a diversity
1933 order of two. In the scheme of [144], it was assumed that
1934 the destination has perfect knowledge of the IUC so that
1935 optimal decoding can be performed, where the IUC
1936 knowledge was assumed to be acquired by exchanging
1937 this IUC information between the nodes with the aid of
1938 side-information signaling or by invoking blind IUC
1939 estimation [171]. More elaborate AF algorithms and more
1940 general linear relaying schemes have been considered in
1941 [151] and [174].
1942 On the other hand, coded cooperation [145], [158]
1943 combines the concept of cooperative communications with
1944 channel coding. Coded cooperation maintains the same
1945 information rate, code rate, bandwidth as well as transmit
1946 power as a comparable noncooperative system. The basic
1947 idea is that each user attempts to transmit incremental
1948 redundancy for his/her partner. Whenever the IUC is not
1949 favorable, the users automatically revert to a noncooper-
1950 ative mode [171]. The key to the efficiency of coded co-
1951 operation is that all this is managed automatically with the
1952 aid of sophisticated code design with no feedback between
1953 the users [171].
1954 Each user encodes his/her data bits using a CRC fol-
1955 lowed by a specific code FEC from the family of RCPC
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1956 codes [145]. Each user’s encoded codeword is divided into
1957 two segments containing N1 and N2 bits, where N1 þ N2 ¼
1958 N and N is the total codeword length of the encoded
1959 sequence. In the first time slot, each user transmits his/her
1960 own first set of N1 bits, where the encoded codeword is
1961 punctured to N1 bits and hence the N1 bits transmitted
1962 constitute a legitimate codeword. The remaining N2 bits
1963 are the punctured bits. Each user then attempts to decode
1964 the transmission of the other user. If this attempt is
1965 deemed to be successful based on the CRC code, the user
1966 computes and transmits the N2 bits of the other user in the
1967 second time slot. Otherwise, the user transmits his/her
1968 own N2 bits. Thus, each user always transmits a total of
1969 N ¼ N1 þ N2 bits per source block over the two time slots
1970 [145], [171].
1971 The users act independently in the second time slot,
1972 with no knowledge of whether their own first frame was
1973 correctly decoded. As a result, there are four possible cases
1974 for the transmission of the second frame: both users coo-
1975 perate, neither user cooperates, user 1 cooperates, and
1976 user 2 does not or vice versa. It was suggested in [152] that
1977 the destination successively decodes according to all
1978 possibilities and checks the CRC code’s success for each
1979 case. If the CRC fails for all possibilities, then the desti-
1980 nation will select the specific codeword having the lowest
1981 path metric from the Viterbi algorithm.
1982 Additionally, it was proposed in [147] to use distributed
1983 STCs for the relay channel, demonstrating its benefits
1984 from an information theoretic point of view. In [152],
1985 Janani et al. proposed space-time cooperation in addition
1986 to implementing turbo coding by exchanging extrinsic
1987 information between the data received from the source
1988 and the relay. Furthermore, a method designed for achiev-
1989 i n gc o o p e r a t i v ed i v e r s i t yu s i n gr a t ec o m p a t i b l ep u n c t u r e d
1990 codes was proposed in [145] and [158]. In [148] and [149],
1991 it was proposed to employ distributed turbo codes by ex-
1992 changing extrinsic information between the data received
1993 from the source and that received from the relay, where
1994 the relay appliesinterleaving for the datareceived from the
1995 source and then uses an appropriate channel code before
1996 retransmission.
1997 Recently, substantial research efforts have been de-
1998 voted to the idea of soft relaying, where the relay passes
1999 soft information to the destination. Sneessens and
2000 Vandendorpe [155] argued that the DF signaling loses
2001 soft information and hence it was proposed to use soft DF
2002 signaling, where all operations are performed using the
2003 LLR-based representation of soft information. It was
2004 shown in [155] that the soft DF philosophy outperforms
2005 the DF and the AF signaling strategies. In [163], soft DF
2006 was used by Bui and Yuan, where the soft information was
2007 quantized and encoded using the superposition encoder of
2008 [175] before transmission to the destination. In [160], soft-
2009 information-based relaying was employed by Li et al. in a
2010 turbo coding scheme, where the relay derives parity-
2011 checking-based BPSK symbol estimates for the received
2012 source information and forwards the symbols to the desti-
2013 nation. In short, it could be concluded from [155], [160],
2014 and [163] that soft DF attains a better performance than
2015 h a r dD F .F u r t h e r m o r e ,i n[ 1 5 6 ]a n d[ 1 6 1 ] ,d i s t r i b u t e d
2016 source coding techniques have been adopted by Hu and Li
2017 for employment in wireless cooperative communications
2018 in order to improve the attainable performance. The major
2019 contributions to distributed MIMO techniques are sum-
2020 marized in Tables 11 and 12.
2021 V. NEAR-CAPACITY PERFORMANCE
2022 FOR MIMO SCHEMES
2023 Again, recall from Shannon’stheory [1] that it is possible to
2024 reliably transmit information over any unreliable error-
2025 infested channel, provided that the information trans-
2026 mission rate is lower than the channel’s capacity. This is
2027 facilitated by the employment of FEC codes. The basic idea
2028 is that of generating redundant bits from the original in-
2029 formation bits, where the channel capacity determines the
2030 exact amount of redundancy that has to be incorporated by
2031 the encoder in order for the decoder to be able to correct
2032 the errors imposed by the channel.
2033 A. Concatenated Schemes and Iterative Detection
2034 The family of concatenated codes pioneered by Forney
2035 in 1966 [176] failed to generate as much research interest
2036 as it deserves, largely owing to its complexity. Nonethe-
2037 less, the consultative committee for space data systems
2038 (CCSDSs) standardized an attractive combination of pow-
2039 erful inner convolutional coding and outer Reed–Solomon
2040 codes in [177], which refrained from iterative detection.
2041 Convolutional codes were used in the GSM standard,
2042 which were combined with block interleaving. Similarly,
2043 FEC coding was employed in GPRS using conventional
2044 convolutional codes with no iterative detection. On the
2045 other hand, the digital audio broadcasting (DAB) standard
2046 in Europe employs punctured convolutional codes as the
2047 channel codec. Additionally, digital video broadcasting for
2048 terrestrial TV (DVB-T) standard adopted punctured con-
2049 volutional codes as the channel codec. More recent stan-
2050 dards, such as the improved version of DAB known as
2051 DAB+ uses convolutional codes as the inner code com-
2052 bined with Reed–Solomon codes as its outer code for eli-
2053 minating any potential BER floor.
2054 Upon the discovery of turbo codes by Berrou et al. [19],
2055 it was shown that efficient iterative decoding of concat-
2056 enated codes can be carried out at a low complexity by
2057 e m p l o y i n gs i m p l ec o n s t i t u e n tc o d e s .S i n c et h e n ,t h ea p -
2058 pealing iterative decoding of concatenated codes has in-
2059 spired numerous authors to extend the technique to other
2060 transmission schemes consisting of a concatenation of two
2061 or more constituent detection/decoding stages [178]–
2062 [ 1 9 4 ] .T h et u r b op r i n c i p l ew a se x t e n d e dt om u l t i p l ep a -
2063 rallel concatenated codes in 1995 by Divsalar and
2064 Pollara [178], to serially concatenated block codes and
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2065 convolutional codes by Benedetto and Montorsi in 1996
2066 [179] as well as to multiple serially concatenated codes by
2067 Benedetto et al. i n1 9 9 8[ 1 8 0 ] .T h es t u n n i n gs u c c e s so ft h e
2068 Bturbo principle[ resulted in the adoption of turbo codes
2069 in several standards, including the UMTS, HSPA, and LTE
2070 standards of mobile communications. In the context of
2071 broadcasting standards, turbo codes were also used in the
2072 integrated services digital broadcasting for terrestrial
2073 transmission (ISDB-T) set of recommendations.
2074 In [185], a turbo equalization scheme was proposed by
2075 Douillard et al., where iterative decoding was invoked for
2076 exchanging extrinsic information between a soft-output
Table 12 Major Distributed MIMO Techniques (Part 2)
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2077 symbol detector and an outer channel decoder in order to
2078 combat the deleterious effects of ISI. A serially concate-
2079 nated scheme was proposed in [218] by Benedetto et al.,
2080 where iterative decoding was carried out by exchanging
2081 information between an outer convolutional decoder and
2082 an inner TCM decoder, which was originally devised by
2083 Ungerboeck in 1982 [15]. The Advanced Television Sys-
2084 tems Committee (ATSC) of the digital television research
2085 community incorporated TCM in the terrestrial TV
2086 standard.
2087 Caire et al. [187], [188] presented a unified theory of
2088 BICM, which was originally introduced in [197] and [198]
2089 by Zehavi and provided tools for its performance analysis
2090 as well as guidelines for its design. In [189], the employ-
2091 ment of the turbo principle was considered for iterative
2092 soft demapping in the context of BICM by ten Brink et al.,
2093 where a soft demapper was used between the multilevel
2094 demodulator and the channel decoder. The resultant
2095 scheme is referred to as BICM using iterative decoding
2096 (BICM-ID), which was further studied by Li and Ritcey
2097 [190]–[192]. Iterative multiuser detection and channel
2098 decoding was proposed by Wang and Poor [193] for CDMA
2099 schemes. In [194], a turbo coding scheme was proposed by
2100 Sezgin et al. for the MIMO Rayleigh fading channel, where
2101 an additional block code was employed as an outer channel
2102 code, while an orthogonal STBC scheme was considered as
2103 the inner code.
2104 Surprisingly, the family of low-density parity-check
2105 (LDPC) codes originally devised by Gallager as early as
2106 1963 [203] remained more or less unexploited until after
2107 the discovery of turbo codes by Berrou et al. in 1993 [19].
2108 Since then, however, LDPC codes have experienced a re-
2109 naissance largely stimulated by Richardson and Urbanke
2110 [219] and attracted substantial research interests. MacKay
2111 and Neal demonstrated in [202] that despite their simple
2112 decoding structure, LDPC codes are also capable of ope-
2113 rating near the channel capacity. In 1998, Davey and
2114 MacKay proposed a nonbinary version of LDPC codes
2115 [220],whichispotentiallycapableofoutperformingbinary
2116 LDPC codes. Most LDPC designs, both binary and nonbi-
2117 nary, are based on randomly generated parity check
2118 matrices. However, it was shown recently that equally
2119 powerfulcodesmaybe generated on the basisof systematic
2120 parity check design, for example, using the techniques
2121 outlined in [221]–[223] by Ammar et al. As a further ad-
2122 vanceinthefield,bothLentmaier[224]aswellasHirstand
2123 Honary [225], [226] designed generalized LDPC (GLDPC)
2124 codes, which replaced the classic parity check codes by
2125 more powerful constituent codes, such as binary or nonbi-
2126 nary BCH codes [227]. In [228], a coding and modulation
2127 technique was studied where the coded bits of an irregular
2128 LDPC code are passed directly to a modulator. EXIT charts
2129 were used to optimize the irregular LDPC code design. In
2130 [228], ten Brink et al. presented LDPC design examples for
2131 both SISO systems operating in AWGN channels as well as
2132 for MIMO systems communicating over fading channels.
2133 Recently, LDPC codes have also been adopted as the inner
2134 code in all the 2G DVB standards, including the terrestrial
2135 (DVB-T2), cable (DVB-C2), and satellite (DVB-S2)
2136 standards.
2137 It was shown in [204] that a recursive inner code
2138 having an infinite impulse response is needed in order to
2139 maximize the interleaver gain and to avoid having a BER
2140 floor, when employing iterative decoding. This principle
2141 has been adopted by several authors designing serially
2142 concatenated schemes, where rate-1 inner codes were em-
2143 ployed for designing low-complexity turbo codes suitable
2144 for bandwidth and power-limited systems having stringent
2145 BER requirements [186], [210], [211], [229]–[231].
2146 It is widely recognized that the choice of a specific bit-
2147 to-symbol mapping scheme or a beneficial constellation
2148 labeling is an influential factor when designing BICM-ID
2149 schemes exhibiting a high iteration gain [134], [209],
2150 [212], [213], [216], [232]–[234]. In [209], ten Brink advo-
2151 cated the construction and comparison of different bit-to-
2152 symbol mapping schemes based on the bitwise mutual
2153 information. On the other hand, the mapping optimization
2154 scheme of Schreckenbach et al. [212], [213] was based on
2155 the so-called binary switching algorithm (BSA), which was
2156 previously employed for index optimization in vector
2157 quantization by Zeger and Gersho [235]. Recently, it was
2158 shown in [216] by Huang and Ritcey that the constellation
2159 design problem may be viewed as quadratic assignment
2160 problem (QAP) [217].
2161 Generally, a larger constellation size of a higher dimen-
2162 sional space renders the bit-to-symbol mapping design
2163 more flexible. Multidimensional constellations were
2164 shown to be beneficial in the design of TCM schemes as
2165 early as 1987 [196], [236]–[238]. Additionally, multidi-
2166 mensional labeling was also proposed by Tran and Nguyen
2167 for QPSK-based BICM employing iterative decoding for
2168 transmission over a single antenna [214], [215]. Further
2169 improvements of multidimensional constellation labeling
2170 were proposed by Ba ¨ro [239], Simoens et al. [240], [241]
2171 and Wymeersch et al. [242]. More recently, multidimen-
2172 sional constellation labeling was also proposed for bit-
2173 interleaved space-time-coded modulation using iterative
2174 decoding by Mohammed et al. [243], where the labeling of
2175 the two 16-QAM symbols transmitted over two antennas in
2176 two consecutive time slots was designed jointly and was
2177 optimized using the so-called reactive tabu search (RTS)
2178 technique of Battiti and Tecchiolli [244].
2179 For the reader’s convenience, we have summarized the
2180 major contributions on the design of concatenated
2181 schemes and iterative decoding in Tables 13 and 14.
2182 B. EXIT Charts
2183 Semi-analytical tools devised for analyzing the conver-
2184 gence behavior of iteratively decoded systems have at-
2185 tracted considerable research attention [22], [209], [229],
2186 [245]–[250]. In [209], ten Brink proposed the employ-
2187 ment of the so-called EXIT characteristics for describing
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Table 13 Major Contributions on Concatenated Schemes and Iterative Decoding (Part 1)
Table 14 Major Contributions on Concatenated Schemes and Iterative Decoding (Part 2)
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2188 the flow of extrinsic information between the soft-in–soft-
2189 out constituent decoders. The computation of EXIT charts
2190 was further simplified by Tu ¨chler and Hagenauer [22] to a
2191 time averaging, when the PDFs of the information com-
2192 municated between the inputand outputofthe constituent
2193 decoders are both symmetric and consistent.
7 At u t o r i a l
2194 introduction to EXIT charts was provided by Hagenauer
2195 [247]. The concept of EXIT chart analysis has been ex-
2196 tended to three-stage concatenated systems by ten Brink
2197 [251], Tu ¨chler [252], and Bra ¨nnstro ¨m et al. [250].
2198 The main objective of employing EXIT charts is to
2199 predict the convergence behavior of the iterative decoder
2200 by examining the evolution of the input/output mutual
2201 information exchange between the inner and outer de-
2202 coders in consecutive iterations. The application of EXIT
2203 charts is based on two assumptions, namely that upon
2204 assuming large interleaver lengths, which ensures that
2205 • the ap r i o r iLLR values are fairly uncorrelated;
2206 • the PDF of the ap r i o r iLLR values is Gaussian.
2207 In what follows we will show how the EXIT charts may
2208 be used to analyze the expected performance of iteratively
2209 detected systems. For this reason, we consider the itera-
2210 tively detected MIMO assisted system shown in Fig. 16.
2211 According to Fig. 16, the transmitted source bit stream u is
2212 encoded by the outer channel code and then interleaved by
2213 ar a n d o mb i ti n t e r l e a v e r . After bit interleaving, the bit
2214 sequence b of Fig. 16 is encoded by the inner encoder,
2215 where the output sequence x is transmitted using the
2216 MIMO scheme.
2217 In the receiver, the soft-in–soft-out outer code’s de-
2218 coder iteratively exchanges extrinsic LLR information with
2219 t h es o f ti n n e rc o d e ’ sd e c o d e r ,a ss h o w ni nF i g .1 6 ,f o rt h e
2220 sake of assisting each other’s operation, as detailed by
2221 Benedetto and Montorsi [253]. In Fig. 16, Lð Þ denotes the
2222 LLRs of the bits concerned, where the subscript i indicates
2223 the inner decoder, while o corresponds to outer decoder.
2224 Additionally, the subscripts a, p,a n de denote the dedi-
2225 cated role of the LLRs with a, p,a n de indicating ap r i o r i ,
2226 a posteriori, and extrinsic information, respectively.
2227 As shown in Fig. 16, the decoded complex-valued
2228 MIMO symbols ~ x are demapped to their LLR represen-
2229 tation for each of the outer channel-coded bits per symbol.
2230 The ap r i o r iLLR values Li;aðbÞ of the inner decoder are
2231 subtracted from the a posteriori LLR values Li;pðbÞ for the
2232 sake ofgenerating the so-called extrinsicLLR values Li;eðbÞ
2233 because it is only possible to achieve an improved error
2234 probability if we ensure by this subtraction that the already
2235 exploited ap r i o r iinformation is removed from the output
2236 of the inner decoder, as detailed in [6]. More explicitly,
2237 this provides independent extra information for the outer
2238 decoder. Then, the LLRs Li;eðbÞ are deinterleaved by the
2239 soft-bit deinterleaver   1,a ss e e ni nF i g .1 6 .N e x t ,t h es o f t
2240 bit LLRs Lo;aðcÞ are passed to the outer decoder in order to
2241 compute the a posteriori LLR values Lo;pðcÞ provided by the
2242 log-MAP algorithm [18] for all the outer channel-coded
2243 bits. This way the decoder components improved each
2244 others’ estimates. During the last iteration, only the LLR
2245 values Lo;pðuÞ of the original uncoded systematic informa-
2246 tion bits are required, which are passed to the hard deci-
2247 sion decoder of Fig. 16 in order to determine the estimated
2248 transmitted source bits. As seen in Fig. 16, the extrinsic
2249 information Lo;eðcÞ is generated by subtracting the ap r i o r i
2250 information from the a posteriori information according to
2251 ½Lo;pðcÞ Lo;aðcÞ , which is then fed back to the inner de-
2252 coder as the ap r i o r iinformation Li;aðbÞ after appropriately
2253 reordering them using the interleaver   of Fig. 16. The
2254 inner decoder of Fig. 16 exploits the ap r i o r iinformation
7The LLR values are symmetric if their PDF is symmetric
pð  jX ¼þ 1Þ¼pð jX ¼  1Þ. Additionally, all LLR values with sym-
metric distributions satisfy the consistency condition [22]
pð  jX ¼ xÞ¼e x pð jX ¼ xÞ:
Fig. 16. Iterative-detection-aided MIMO system block diagram.
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2255 for the sake of providing improved a posteriori LLR values,
2256 which are then passed to the outer decoder and then
2257 back to the inner decoder for further iterations.
2258 The exchange of extrinsic information in the system of
2259 Fig. 16 can be visualized by plotting the extrinsic informa-
2260 tion characteristics of both the inner decoder and of the
2261 outer decoder in EXIT chart [209], [246]. The outer de-
2262 coder’s extrinsic output mutual information Io;eðcÞ be-
2263 comes the inner decoder’s ap r i o r iinput information
2264 Ii;aðbÞ,w h i c hi sr e p r e s e n t e do nt h ex-axis of the EXIT
2265 chart. Similarly, on the y-axis, we plot the inner decoder’s
2266 extrinsic output information Ii;eðbÞ,w h i c hb e c o m e st h e
2267 outer decoder’s ap r i o r iinput information Io;aðcÞ.
2268 Fig. 17 depicts the EXIT chart of the iteratively de-
2269 tected twin-antenna-aided DSTS scheme employing an
2270 RSC code as an outer code and an anti-gray mapping
2271 (AGM)
8- a i d e dQ P S Km o d u l a t o ra st h ei n n e rc o d e .T h e
2272 outer RSC code is a 1/2-rate RSC code having a constraint
2273 length of K ¼ 3, denoted as RSC(2,1,3), in conjunction
2274 with an octally represented generator polynomial
2275 ðGr;GÞ¼ð 7;5Þ,w h e r eGr denoted the feedback generator
2276 polynomial and G represents the feedforward generator
2277 polynomial. Ideally, in order for the exchange of extrinsic
2278 information between the QPSK demapper and the outer
2279 RSC decoder to converge at a specific Eb=N0 value, the
2280 EXIT curve of the QPSK demapper at the Eb=N0 value of
2281 interest and the extrinsic transfer characteristics curve of
2282 the outer RSC decoder should only intersect at the (1.0,
2283 1.0) point [209], [246]. If this condition is satisfied, then a
2284 so-called convergence tunnel [209], [246] appears on the
2285 EXIT chart. The narrower the tunnel, the more iterations
2286 are required for reaching the (1.0,1.0) point and the closer
2287 the performance is to the channel capacity. If however the
2288 two extrinsic transfer characteristics intersect at a point
2289 close to the line at Io;eðcÞ¼1:0 rather than at the (1.0,1.0)
2290 point, then a moderately low BER may be still achieved,
2291 although it will remain higher than the schemes where the
2292 intersection is at the (1.0,1.0) point. These types of tunnels
2293 are referred to here as semi-convergent tunnels.O b s e r v ei n
2294 Fig. 17 that a semi-convergent tunnel exists at Eb=N0 ¼
2295 5.0 dB. This implies that according to the predictions of
2296 the EXIT chart seen in Fig. 17, the iterative decoding pro-
2297 cess is expected to converge at an Eb=N0 value between
2298 5.0 and 5.5 dB.
2299 Observe in the EXIT chart of Fig. 17 that once a semi-
2300 convergent tunnel is formed, the intersection point of the
2301 extrinsic transfer characteristic curves of the QPSK de-
2302 mapper and the outer RSC decoder slides gradually to-
2303 wards the (1.0,1.0) point upon increasing the SNR. In
2304 order to investigate how the specific position of the inter-
2305 section point affects the BER performance, Fig. 18 shows
2306 the achievable BER asa function of the mutual information
2307 Io;eðcÞ at the output of the RSC decoder for different con-
2308 straint lengths. According to Fig. 18, the intersection point
2309 should be at least at Io;eðcÞ¼0:985 in order to achieve a
2310 BER of 10 3, which is independent of the RSC code’s
2311 constraint length. This is true because Fig. 18 relates the
2312 mutual information at the output of the RSC decoder to the
2313 achievable BER. Fig. 19, however, relates the mutual in-
2314 formation at the input of the RSC decoder to the achievable
2315 BER. The effect of the code’s constraint length becomes
2316 evident in Fig. 19, since RSC codes having higher con-
2317 straint lengths require lower Io;aðcÞ values in order to
Fig. 17. EXIT chart of an iteratively detected RSC-coded DSTS-QPSK
scheme employing two transmit antennas and AGM in combination
withtheouterRSC(2,1,3)code,whilecommunicatingoveratemporally
correlated Rayleigh fading channel associated with fD ¼ 0:01.
8The AGM is any non-Gray mapping, which maps the bits to symbols
differently from classic Gray mapping.
Fig. 18. BER of different 1/2-rate RSC decoders versus their extrinsic
output Io;eðcÞ, when increasing the code’s constraint length from
K ¼ 3 to K ¼ 9.
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2318 achieve a similar BER. Table 15 summarizes the Io;aðcÞ
2319 values required for achieving BER of 10 4 at the input of
2320 the RSC decoders of Table 16.
2321 According to the previous discussion it becomes clear
2322 that the closer to the (1.0,1.0) point the intersection be-
2323 tween the EXIT curves of the inner and outer codes is, the
2324 lower the BER is. Therefore, in order to allow the inner
2325 EXIT curve to reach the (1.0,1.0) point, the inner code’s
2326 encoder should have a recursive i.e., IIR structure, because
2327 it was shown by Benedetto et al. [204] that a recursive
2328 inner code is needed in order to maximize the interleaver
2329 gain and to avoid the formation of a BER floor when em-
2330 ploying iterative decoding. In [186], unity-rate inner codes
2331 were employed for designing low-complexity iterative-
2332 detection-aided schemes suitable for bandwidth and
2333 power-limited systems having stringent BER require-
2334 ments. Hence, in the following we show the effect of
2335 employing a recursive unity-rate inner code on the EXIT
2336 chart and consequently on the achievable performance of
2337 the system. Thus, an iteratively detected RSC-coded and
2338 unity-rate precoded DSTS scheme is considered, where
2339 iterative detection is carried out between the outer RSC
2340 decoder and the inner URC decoder.
2341 Fig.20depictstheEXITchartoftheiterative-detection-
2342 aidedchannel-codedDSTSsystememployingGraymapped
2343 QPSK in conjunction with the 1/2-rate RSC outer code and
2344 the URC inner code for different Eb=N0 values. Observe
2345 from Fig. 20 that an open convergence tunnel is formed at
2346 an Eb=N0 of 6.5 dB. This implies that according to the
2347 predictions of the EXIT chart seen in Fig. 20, the iterative
2348 decoding process is expected to converge to an infinites-
2349 imally low BER at Eb=N0 2 [6.0,6.5] dB. The EXIT-chart-
2350 based convergence predictions can be verified by the
2351 actual iterative decoding trajectory of Fig. 21, where the
2352 trajectory at Eb=N0 ¼ 6.5 dB was recorded, while using an
2353 interleaver depth of Dint ¼ 10 0 00 0 0b i t s .T h eBstair-
2354 case-like[ steps seen in the figure represent the actual
2355 EXIT between the URC decoder and the outer RSC
2356 channel decoder.
2357 Fig. 22 compares the attainable performance of the
2358 iteratively detected DSTS scheme employing URC precod-
2359 ing for different number of iterations, which are also con-
2360 trasted to that of the system dispensing with URC for I ¼ 7
Fig. 19. BER of different 1/2-rate RSC decoders versus their
a priori input Io;aðcÞ.
Table 16 1/2-Rate RSC Code Parameters
Table 15 Required Io;aðcÞ at the Input of the RSC Decoders of Table 16 for
Achieving BER of 10 4
Fig. 20. EXIT chart of an RSC-coded and URC-precoded DSTS-QPSK
scheme employing GM, while using an interleaver depth of
Dint ¼ 10 0 00 0 0b i t s .
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2361 iterations between the outer RSC code and the inner QPSK
2362 demapper. In Fig. 22, an interleaver depth of Dint ¼
2363 1 000 000 bits was employed and a normalized Doppler
2364 frequency of fD ¼ 0:01 was used. Observe in Fig. 22 that
2365 the BER performance of the URC-coded system is better
2366 than that of the nonprecoded system. This result matches
2367 with the EXIT-chart-based performance predictions of
2368 Figs. 17 and 20. In other words, the URC precoded system
2369 attains a lower BER, since the point of intersection be-
2370 tween the EXITcurves ofthe outer RSC code and the inner
2371 URC code is at the (1.0,1.0) point, while the intersection
2372 between the EXIT curves of the RSC code and the QPSK
2373 demapper is different from the (1.0,1.0) point, which
2374 results in the error floor for the nonprecoded system
2375 characterized in Fig. 22. Observe furthermore in Fig. 22
2376 that the BER performance of the URC-coded system im-
2377 proves as the number of iterations increases from 1 to 7.
2378 Table 17 shows how the BER curves seen in Fig. 22 are
2379 related to the decoding trajectory of Fig. 21. The trajectory
2380 of Fig. 21 is plotted for the system at Eb=N0 ¼ 6.5 dB and
2381 hence the results seen in Table 17 are shown for the same
2382 Eb=N0. For example, for the first iteration, which corre-
2383 sponds to the firststep in the decoding trajectoryof Fig. 21,
2384 the outer decoder’s ap r i o r iMI is 0.4099 in the absence of
2385 any inner decoder’s ap r i o r iinformation, i.e., at Ii;aðbÞ¼0,
2386 and the corresponding extrinsic MI measured along the
2387 x- a x i sb e c o m e s0 . 1 4 6 4 ,w h i c hr e s u l t si naB E Ro f
2388 6:749466   10 2 in Fig. 22. However, if we consider the
2389 sixth iteration, where the outer decoder’s ap r i o r iMI is
2390 0.9157, the resultant extrinsic MI of 0.9966 measured
2391 along the x-axis and hence in a vastly improved BER of
2392 1:125006   10 7 in Fig. 22. This result also matches with
2393 what is presented in Fig. 18.
2394 Additionally, the EXIT chart can be used to compute
2395 t h em a x i m u ma c h i e v a b l er a t eo ft h es y s t e m .M o r ee x p l i -
2396 citly, it was argued by Tu ¨chler [254] and Ashikhmin et al.
2397 [255] that the maximum achievable bandwidth efficiency
2398 of the system is equal to the area under the EXIT curve of
2399 the inner code, provided that the bit stream b of Fig. 16
2400 has independently and uniformly distributed bits as well as
2401 assuming that the channel is an erasure channel, the inner
2402 code is of unity rate, and the MAP algorithms is used for
2403 decoding. Assuming that the area under the EXIT curve of
2404 the inner decoder is represented by Ai, then the maximum
2405 achievable rate for the outer code is given by Rmax ¼
2406 AiðEb=N0Þ [254] at a specific Eb=N0 value. In other words,
2407 if Ai is calculated for different Eb=N0 values, the maximum
2408 achievable bandwidth efficiency may be formulated as a
2409 function of the Eb=N0 value as follows:
 maxðEb=N0Þ¼D   RMIMO   Rmax
 D   RMIMO  A iðEb=N0Þ [bit/s/Hz] (1)
Fig. 21. Decoding trajectory of the iteratively detected RSC-coded
andURC-precoded DSTS-QPSKscheme employingGM,while operating
at Eb=N0 ¼ 6.5 dB.
Fig. 22. Performance comparison of URC-precoded GM-based
RSC-coded DSTS-QPSK scheme when using an interleaver depth
of Dint ¼ 1 000 000 bits for a variable number of iterations.
Table 17 Mapping the Mutual Information Values From the Trajectory in
Fig. 21 to the Corresponding BER Values in Fig. 22 at Eb=N0 of 6.5 dB
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2410 where D i st h en u m b e ro fb i t sp e rs y m b o l ,RMIMO is the
2411 a c h i e v a b l et r a n s m i s s i o nr a t eo ft h eM I M Os c h e m ee m -
2412 ployed, for example, RDSTS ¼ 1f o rt h eNt ¼ 2t r a n s m i t
2413 antenna case, and RDSTS ¼ 1=2f o rt h eNt ¼ 4t r a n s m i t
2414 antenna scenario. Additionally, Eb=N0 and Eb=N0 are
2415 related as follows:
Eb=N0 ¼ Eb=N0 þ 10log
Ro
AiðEb=N0Þ
  
[dB] (2)
2416 where Ro is the original outer code’s rate used for gene-
2417 rating the EXIT curve of the inner decoder corresponding
2418 to the different Ai values. A simple procedure may be used
2419 to calculate the maximum achievable bandwidth efficiency
2420 of(1)forEb=N0 2½  min;  max ,assumingthatRarbitrary isan
2421 arbitrary rate and  is a small constant. Below we formulate
2422 t h ek n o w l e d g ea v a i l a b l ea tt h et i m eo fw r i t i n ga b o u tt h e
2423 bandwidth efficiency of wireless systems as follows.
2424 Algorithm 1: Maximum Achievable Bandwidth Efficiency using
2425 EXIT Charts
2426 Step 1: Let Ro ¼ Rarbitrary.
2427 Step 2: Let Eb=N0 ¼  min dB.
2428 Step 3: Calculate N0.
2429 Step 4: Let Ii;aðbÞ¼0.
2430 Step 5: Activate the demapper.
2431 Step 6: Save Ii;eðbÞ¼TiðIi;aðbÞ;Eb=N0Þ.
2432 Step 7: Let Ii;aðbÞ¼Ii;aðbÞþ .
2433 If Ii;aðbÞ 1:0, go to Step 5.
2434 Step 8: Calculate AiðEb=N0Þ¼
R 1
0 Tiði;Eb=N0Þ di.
2435 Step 9: Calculate Eb=N0 using (2).
2436 Step 10: Save  maxðEb=N0Þ of (1).
2437 Step 11: Let Eb=N0 ¼ Eb=N0 þ  .
2438 If Eb=N0    max d B ,g ot oS t e p3 .
2439 Step 12: Output  maxðEb=N0Þ from Step 10.
2440 The MIMO channel’s capacity curves for the DSTS
2441 scheme considered are shown in Fig. 23 for four transmit
2442 antennas. The figure portrays both the DCMC bandwidth
2443 efficiency curve [82] as well as the maximum achievable
2444 rate of the system derived from the EXIT curves according
2445 to Algorithm 1. Observe in Fig. 23 that the maximum
2446 achievable rate of the system derived from the EXIT curves
2447 is quite close to the DCMC bandwidth efficiency. Note
2448 that the maximum achievable rate obtained from the EXIT
2449 charts and the bandwidth efficiency limit were only shown
2450 to be equal for the family of binary erasure channels [255].
2451 Nonetheless, similar experimentally verified trends have
2452 been observed for both AWGN and ISI contaminated
2453 channels [22], [254], when ML decoders are used for all
2454 decoder blocks [255]. However, the DSTS decoder used in
2455 our design example employs a simple decoding algorithm
2456 that utilizes only two or four consecutively received sym-
2457 bols, despite the fact that all the symbols are interdepen-
2458 dent. Therefore, the decoder employed is suboptimum
2459 hence its rate may not be expected to approach the DCMC
2460 capacity. By contrast, if a trellis-based DSTS decoderV
2461 such as the MAP algorithm [17]Vis employed, then the
2462 maximum achievable rate obtained from the EXIT chart
2463 may be able to more accurately match the capacity limit
2464 computed. Nevertheless, the complexity of the MAP algo-
2465 rithm may be deemed excessive in return for the modest
2466 g a i no f0 . 2d Bo b s e r v e di nF i g .2 3 .
2467 VI. CONCLUSIONS AND POTENTIAL
2468 FUTURE RESEARCH
2469 A. Conclusions
2470 We demonstrated a number of significant benefits of
2471 both colocated as well as of distributed MIMOs employing
2472 iterative detection. The main driving force behind the ad-
2473 vances in wireless communications is the promise of
2474 seamless global mobility and ubiquitous accessibility,
2475 while meeting a range of contradicting design challenges
2476 such as those shown in the stylized illustration of Fig. 1. In
2477 simple terms, the ultimate goal is to devise high-speed,
2478 high-quality yet power-efficient wireless communication
2479 systems exhibiting both a high bit rate and a low error rate.
2480 Unfortunately, the hostile wireless channel characteristics
2481 make it a challenging task to simultaneously accomplish all
2482 these objectives. Another challenging factor is the fact that
2483 the available radio spectrum is limited and the associated
2484 bandwidth as well as power demands cannot be readily
2485 met without a significant increase in the achievable band-
2486 width efficiency expressed in bits/symbols/hertz. Further-
2487 more, the wireless system capacity is often interference
2488 limited rather than noise limited, and hence cannot be
Fig. 23. Comparison of the DCMC bandwidth efficiency and the
maximum achievable rate obtained using EXIT charts of the
four-antenna-aided DSTS-QPSK system.
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2489 readily increased by simply increasing the transmitted
2490 power because increasing the transmit power increases the
2491 interference and hence fails to improve the SINR. Against
2492 the above-mentioned requirements and challenges, there
2493 is an urging demand for flexible, bandwidth-efficient as
2494 well as power-efficient transceivers. In this section, we
2495 offer a few general design guidelines for next generation
2496 wireless transceivers based on the solutions discussed
2497 throughout this paper.
2498 • The adverse effects of channel fading may be sig-
2499 nificantly reduced by providing the receiver with
2500 several independently fading transmitted signal
2501 replicas in the time, frequency, or spatial domain,
2502 assuming that at least some of these replicas are
2503 not severely attenuated. Spatial diversity, for ex-
2504 ample, can be attained without any bandwidth
2505 penalty by employing multiple antennas at the
2506 transmitter and/or the receiver.
2507 • MIMO systems may be used to attain a better BER
2508 performance or a higher throughput than SISO
2509 systems, depending on whether the MIMO scheme
2510 is designed for attaining spatial diversity or spatial
2511 multiplexing gains. Nevertheless, striking the most
2512 appropriate diversity-versus-multiplexing tradeoff
2513 constitutes a feasible design option in the context
2514 of MIMO systems.
2515 • T h em u l t i p l ea n t e n n a so faM I M Os y s t e mm a yb e
2516 employed for the sake of improving the SNR or the
2517 SINR of a multiuser scenario at the receiver.
2518 • Multifunctional MIMO techniques may be used to
2519 design MIMO systems that combine the benefits of
2520 diversity, multiplexing, and beamforming gains.
2521 • Carrying out accurate channel estimation increases
2522 both the cost and complexity of the transceiver,
2523 especially in the context of MIMO systems, since
2524 the CSI of all links between each transmit and each
2525 receive antenna pair has to be estimated at the
2526 receiver. Furthermore, when the CSI fluctuates
2527 dramatically, it has to be sampled at an increased
2528 rate and hence an increased number of training
2529 symbols has to be transmitted, potentially resulting
2530 in an undesirably high transmission overhead and
2531 wastage of transmission power. However, mitigat-
2532 ing the complexity of MIMO channel estimation
2533 m a yb ea c h i e v e db yi n v o k i n gd i f f e r e n t i a lM I M O
2534 detection techniques that eliminate the complexity
2535 of channel estimation and may potentially outper-
2536 form coherent detection when the associated
2537 channel estimation error is not negligible.
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2538 • MIMO systems that employ the turbo principle in
2539 the context of concatenated schemes may achieve
2540 near-capacity performance, when using a recursive
2541 inner code having an IIR. The recursive inner code
2542 hence spreads the extrinsic information as effi-
2543 ciently as possible and maximizes the achievable
2544 interleaver gain and avoids having a BER floor
2545 when employing iterative decoding. Furthermore,
2546 the joint design of channel coding and modulation
2547 plays a crucial role in achieving a near-capacity
2548 MIMO performance. This may be conveniently
2549 accomplished by using EXIT charts as our tool,
2550 which provide useful insights into, for example,
2551 choosing appropriate bits-to-symbol mapping
2552 schemes that complement the EXIT characteristics
2553 of specific channel codes. The employment of
2554 EXIT charts is also essential when designing irreg-
2555 ular codes that facilitate near-capacity perfor-
2556 mance and an infinitesimally low BER.
2557 • The benefits of the above-mentioned colocated
2558 MIMO systems are subject to the assumption of
2559 having an independent propagation path between
2560 each transmit and receive antennas pair. This is
2561 not, however, always guaranteed because of the
2562 potential spatial correlation imposed by shadow
2563 fading and/or insufficient antenna separation re-
2564 sulting from size limitations, especially in hand-
2565 held mobile units. The existence of spatial fading
2566 correlation at the transmitter or receiver of a
2567 MIMO system results in a degradation of both the
2568 achievable capacity and the BER performance of
2569 MIMO systems. The problem of receiving corre-
2570 lated signals may be circumvented by adopting
2571 the recently introduced class of distributed
2572 MIMOs, applied in the context of cooperative
2573 communications.
2574 B. Future Research
2575 It is worth pointing out that the solutions presented in
2576 the paper may be further developed in several different
2577 w a y s ,a sd e t a i l e db e l o w .
2578 • The MIMO channel estimation complexity in-
2579 creases with the product of the number of transmit
2580 and receive antennas and the channel estimation
2581 errors substantially degrade the attainable perfor-
2582 mance of MIMO systems, when coherent detec-
2583 tion is employed. A solution for eliminating the
2584 complexity of MIMO channel estimation is to
2585 employ noncoherent detection dispensing with
2586 channel estimation, provided that the channel is
2587 nondispersive. For dispersive channels, noncoher-
2588 ently detected OFDM systems may be recom-
2589 mended. At the time of writing, noncoherent
2590 wireless communications has not found its way
2591 into wireless standards due to the performance
2592 degradation of noncoherent systems, when any
9It is also worth noting that despite substantial recent advances in
noncoherentwirelesssystems,theyarenotsufficientlymatureatthetimeof
writing to replace the coherent systems requiring explicit CSI estimation.
Hence, further research has to be invested in the area of noncoherent
systemsthatarecapableofperformingwellinrapidlyfluctuatingfrequency-
selective channels, while dispensing with channel estimation.
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2593 frequency/time offset is encountered. This moti-
2594 vates further research in the area of noncoherent
2595 wireless communications in order to design effi-
2596 cient systems dispensing with channel estimation.
2597 This potentially allows us to eliminate the com-
2598 plexity of channel estimation at the receiver as well
2599 as eliminating the wastage of bandwidth due to the
2600 transmission of pilot symbols in coherent systems.
2601 • While most of the MIMO gain is based on the
2602 assumption that the MIMO channels are i.i.d., in
2603 many applications there may not be sufficient
2604 space available to accommodate multiple antennas,
2605 which are sufficiently far apart in order to expe-
2606 rience independent fading. This problem becomes
2607 specifically accurate for shirt-pocket-sized com-
2608 municators. MIMO systems using dual-polarized
2609 antennas may solve the problem of size, since a
2610 single antenna having two different polarizations
2611 can be used for attaining MIMO gains. The idea of
2612 dual-polarization-aided MIMO techniques is not
2613 well studied in the literature and while it has the
2614 potential to provide a real solution for future wire-
2615 less communication standards using MIMO tech-
2616 niques, further research has to be carried out in
2617 order to study the dual-polarization MIMO chan-
2618 nel and hence to design efficient dual-polarization-
2619 aided MIMO techniques.
2620 • Cooperative communications was also briefly
2621 highlighted in this paper as a promising technology
2622 for future wireless systems. Both transmitter coo-
2623 peration and receiver cooperation have a substan-
2624 tial promise with different pros and cons. When
2625 the cooperating transmitters are close to each
2626 other, the DF strategy is beneficial since it avoids
2627 error propagation, while for larger distances AF
2628 relaying is less prone to error propagation. It is also
2629 readily feasible to construct a hybrid DF/AF/CF
2630 cooperative regime, activating the most appropri-
2631 ate mode depending on the position of the relays.
2632 Future research is needed on combining the turbo
2633 principle with receiver cooperation invoking mul-
2634 tiple-round iterative cooperation.
2635 • Cooperative system research invariably assumes at
2636 the time of writing that perfect synchronization
2637 was established, which is a strong idealized as-
2638 sumption. New research has to focus on the design
2639 of asynchronous systems as well as on radical new
2640 synchronization techniques, which do not have to
2641 rely on the central BS controller. An attractive po-
2642 tential solution is to mimic the bio-inspired behav-
2643 ior of fire flies in the design of radically new
2644 synchronization techniques for cooperative systems.
2645 • Further research effortsshould also be dedicated to
2646 the design of noncoherent cooperative systems,
2647 which are capable of closing the performance gap
2648 with respect to their coherently detected counter-
2649 parts. A range of solutions may be found in [14],
2650 where the joint detection of multiple consecutive
2651 symbols is employed for closing this performance
2652 gap. Naturally, the detection complexity is expo-
2653 nentially increased with the detection window
2654 length. Hence, the complexity was substantially
2655 reduced with the aid of sphere decoding, as de-
2656 tailed in [14]. In the presence of dispersive chan-
2657 nels, multiple-symbol differential detection
2658 techniques suffer substantial performance degra-
2659 dation and hence blind joint channel and data
2660 estimators have to be conceived.
2661 • A sm e n t i o n e da b o v e ,t h et w o - p h a s ec o o p e r a t i v e
2662 regime results in halving the effective throughput,
2663 since we need a broadcast and a cooperative phase/
2664 slot for avoiding simultaneous transmission and
2665 reception by the cooperating mobiles. This 100%
2666 throughput loss may however be avoided by de-
2667 signing powerful echo cancelers.
2668 • A range of near-capacity variable-length codes
2669 were proposed in [256], which conveniently lend
2670 themselves to employment in high-performance
2671 CF cooperative schemes.
2672 Given that near-capacity operation has become
2673 feasible, in the spirit of Fig. 1, the research community
2674 is turning to more balanced system design principles,
2675 where bandwidth efficiency may have to be sacrificed
2676 in the interest of creating reduced-complexity,
2677 reduced-delay, power-efficient Bgreen[ transceivers.
2678 We expect a linear throughput increase upon increas-
2679 ing the transmit power, as facilitated by MIMOs,
2680 multicode CDMA and UWB systems combined with
2681 ad hoc networking and user-cooperation-aided
2682 hybrid networking. A challenging future for wireless
2683 researchers...
2684 h
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